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Zusammenfassung 
Live-Cell-Imaging biologischer Proben kann dynamische zelluläre Prozesse auflösen. 

Fluoreszenzmikroskopie (FM) sowie Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM) sind beide in der Lage 
lebende Zellen abzubilden. Durch Kombination dieser Techniken können strukturelle als auch 
funktionelle Informationen derselben biologischen Probe gemessen werden. Während die Dy-
namik von spezifischen Proteinen durch FM abgebildet wird, liefert das AFM den strukturellen 
Kontext. Um zu untersuchen, wie intrazelluläre Prozesse die Mechanik, Struktur und Kinetik bi-
ologischer Zellen im Nanobereich beeinflussen, kombinierten wir ein hochgeschwindigkeits-AFM 
(HS-AFM) mit einem invertiertem Mikroskop (OM) in ein Gerät. Mit diesem System werden zell-
physiologische Prozesse auf unterschiedlichen Zeitskalen abgebildet. Migration von Säu-
getierzellen innerhalb von Minuten wird beobachtet mittles korrelierter superauflösender 
Mikroskopie und HS-AFM. Bakterielle Zellteilung innerhalb von wenigen Millisekunden als auch 
das Bakterienwachstum über mehrere Generationen hinweg wird untersucht. Ausserdem wird 
auch die Möglichkeit des AFM zur quantitativen Messung mechanischer Eigenschaften von 
Geweben in Kombination mit FM auf Augenhornhautgewebe von Mäusen genutzt. 

Im Unterschied zu den meisten anderen stäbchenförmige Bakterien bei denen Zellteilung durch 
Verengung der Zellwand in der Zellmitte erfolgt, bleibt die Form der äußeren Zellhülle bei Myko-
bakterien unverändert. Die Scheidewand wird durch Abzweigen von Peptidoglykan von der 
äußeren Zellhülle gebildet, welche die Zelle in zwei Schwesternkammern aufteilt. Nano-
Messungen zeigen, daß nach dem Beginn der Septierung die Steifigkeit am Septum signifikant 
ansteigt. Zeitlich hoch aufgelöste Messungen der folgenden bakteriellen Zellteilung zeigte, dass 
sich die Geschwisterzellen innerhalb weniger Millisekunden trennen. Die Verbindung der 
äußeren Zellhülle am Septum reisst auseinander was auf einen mechanische Bruch hinweist. Der 
Zeitpunkt der Zelltrennung wird durch die Zugspannung am Septum und der Reißfestigkeit des 
Zellwandmaterials reguliert. 

Die Stellen, an denen diese Trennungen auftreten, sind eng mit morphologischen Merkmalen 
auf der wellenförmigen Zelloberfläche assoziiert. Diese Merkmale werden an den Zellpolen ge-
bildet und wandern in Richtung Zellmitte während die Zelle wächst. Interessanterweise, kom-
men Zellteilungen nur im zentralsten Wellentrog vor, womit diese Merkmale die ersten mor-
phologischen Hinweise auf eine örtlich definierte Zellteilung sind. Experimente mit mutanten 
Bakterien zeigen, dass auch asymmetrische Zellteilungen in Wellentälern passieren, was die 
Wichtigkeit ihrer Rolle in der Auswahl der Zellteilungsposition unterstreicht. 

Eine chronische Entzündung kann eine Erhöhung der Steifigkeit des Augenhornhaut-
gewebes auslösen, welche gleichzeitig mit drastischen Veränderungen in der Zusammensetzung 
des Gewebes einhergeht. Migration von Stammzellen entlang dieser Gewebeschicht erhöhter 
Steifigkeit löst eine erhöhte Aktivierung von Mechanotransduktion Kaskaden aus. Dies führt 
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schließlich zu einem hautähnlichen, anstatt einem kornea-artigen Charakter dieser regenrativen 
Stammzellen. Es zeigt sich, dass die Steifigkeit des Gewebes und damit Mechanotransduktion 
Kaskaden entscheidend an der Differenzierung von Stammzellen beteiligt sind. 
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Abstract 
By live-cell imaging of biological samples dynamic cellular processes can be resolved. 

Fluorescence microscopy (FM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are both capable of imaging 
live cells. By combining these techniques structural as well as functional information of the same 
biological samples are measured. While the dynamics of specific proteins can be imaged by FM, 
the AFM provides the structural context. To study how intracellular processes affect the me-
chanics, structure and kinetics of cells at the nanoscale we combined a high-speed AFM (HS-
AFM) and an inverted optical microscope (OM) into one instrument. With this system cell phys-
iological processes at different time scales are imaged. Mammalian cell migration happening at 
minute time scales is studied by correlated super-resolution microscopy and HS-AFM. Bacterial 
cell separation happening within 10s of milliseconds is characterized as well as bacterial growth 
over multiple generations. Additionally to imaging, the capability of the AFM to quantitatively 
measure mechanical properties of tissues is deployed in combination with FM on mouse corneal 
tissues. 

Different to most other rod-shaped bacteria where division happens through constriction of the 
cell wall at midcell, mycobacteria keep the shape of their outer cell envelope unchanged during 
septation. The septal wall is formed by peptidoglycan branching off from the outer cell envelop 
eventually splitting the cell into two sister compartments. Nanomechanical measurements show 
that from the initiation of septation the stiffness at the septum increases significantly. High-
temporal resolution imaging of the following bacterial separation process indicated that the 
sibling cells separate within tens of milliseconds. The connection of the outer cell envelop at the 
former septum is broken apart suggesting a mechanical break. The timing of the cell separation 
is regulated by the tensile stress at the septum and the ultimate tensile strength of the cell wall 
material. 

The positions where these separations occur are closely associated with morphological features 
on the undulating cell surface. These features are formed at the poles and migrate towards 
midcell as the cell grows. Interestingly, sibling cell separation is restricted to the center-most 
wave-trough making these features the first characteristic associated with division site place-
ment. Experiments with mutant strains show that even asymmetric divisions occur within wave-
troughs emphasizing their role in division site placement. 

Chronic inflammation induces an increase in the stiffness of the corneal tissue and is associated 
with dramatic changes in the composition of the tissue. Stem cells migrating along this tissue 
layer of increased stiffness experience increased activation of mechanotransduction pathways. 
This eventually leads to induction of a skin-like rather than corneal-like character of these regen-
erating stem cells. It demonstrates that the stiffness of the tissue and thus pathways involved in 
mechanotransduction decisively influence the stem cell fate. 
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 Introduction 
1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 

The atomic force microscope (AFM) invented by Binnig, Quate and Gerber in 1986(1) is 
a very versatile instrument used in various biological research fields. It works inherently different 
to other microscopes traditionally used in biological research. Instead of light that is interacting 
with the sample such as in optical microscopes, the AFM can “feel” the surface. A very sharp 
needle with a nanometer size tip attached to a cantilever moves across the surface in a raster-
scanning mode, covering every point of the sample one by one. As the needle tracks the surface 
at each point it adapts to height changes and follows the topography of the sample. Nanometer 
height changes are recorded and at the end a 3 dimensional topographical structure of the sur-
face is provided. A schematic of the central parts of the AFM is given in Figure 1.1. It includes a 
probe that scans over the surface, a scanner that moves the probe accurately across the surface 
and a system to detect the deflection of the probe as it is in contact with the surface. 

 

Figure 1.1 Principle of AFM. The tip at the front of the cantilever is scanned over the surface in raster-
scanning mode by the motion of the scanner. A laser beam reflected off from the backside of the cantile-
ver is detected by the photodiode. Small changes of the topography during scanning of the sample will 
change the deflection of the cantilever and in consequence the angle of the reflected laser beam. This in 
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turn changes the position of the incident laser beam on the photodiode and can then be correlated to the 
change in topography of the sample. The position of the cantilever can then be determined and adjusted. 

The tip at the front of the cantilever is in contact with the surface such that the cantilever that 
acts like a spring is slightly deflected. This ensures that the tip stays in contact with the surface 
as it is scanned across the surface. The piezo tube is the part that moves the cantilever over the 
surface. As the tip is scanned over the surface and comes across a feature on the surface that is 
higher the cantilever would deflect more. In contrast, if there is a hole in the surface, the tip 
would follow it and the cantilever would deflect less. As the deflection changes according to 
height changes on the surface the laser beam which is reflected off the backside of the cantile-
ver changes its angle. This changes the position at which the laser beam hits the photodiode. 
Therefore, by determining the position of the laserspot on the photodiode changes of the de-
flection can be measured which in turn reflects the changes of height on the sample surface. 
Besides this imaging mode where the cantilever is kept at a constant height from the surface and 
the deflection is directly related to changes in height, different imaging modes have emerged. In 
contact mode the cantilever is as well in contact with surface but the deflection rather than the 
height is kept constant. In this case, if there is a hole in the surface and the deflection decreases, 
the cantilever is moved down regulated by a feedback loop to keep the deflection constant. 
Thereby the movements in z direction of the cantilever as it scans the surface reflect the topog-
raphy of the sample. Another popular imaging mode is called tapping mode. Different to the 
previous two imaging modes, in tapping mode the cantilever is oscillating close to its resonance 
frequency at a free amplitude specified by the user. As the cantilever approaches the surface the 
cantilever experiences repulsive forces and the amplitude decreases. As soon as the cantilever is 
close enough to the surface such that the amplitude decreased to a value set by the user the 
AFM starts scanning. As the height of the sample changes up and down the amplitude will 
change since the repulsive force will either become higher or lower. Therefore by moving the 
cantilever up and down, as before in the contact mode, the amplitude is kept constant regulated 
by a feedback loop. Here again, the up and down movements of the cantilever required to keep 
the amplitude constant reflect the topography of the sample. Tapping mode imaging has the 
advantage of being only intermittently in contact with the tip reducing the tip-sample interac-
tion. Independent of the imaging mode, standard AFMs can measure height differences of 1 nm 
(about 100’000x smaller than the diameter of a human hair) and typically scan an area equal to 
the crossection of a human hair (100 μm x 100 μm). 

Besides the high resolution the AFM can achieve, the possibility of imaging samples in fluid 
makes this instrument very powerful for biological research. Biomolecules, live bacteria or 
mammalian cells can be observed in buffer solutions that mimic physiological conditions. Biolog-
ical samples however are often very fragile and it is imperative to avoid introducing damage 
during scanning. Therefore, the force exerted on the sample by the tip should be reduced to a 
minimum. Excellent force control is required for live biological samples. Recently, a scanning 
mode was developed that enables force control in the range of 10s of piconewtons. In this mode 
the cantilever is moved up and down sinusoidally, typically at a frequency between 1 - 8 kHz, 
instead of being dragged along in contact with the surface. During the entire sinusoidal cycle the 
deflection of the cantilever is recorded (Figure 1.2) as it touches the surface. If the cantilever is 
calibrated appropriately (i.e. spring constant and deflection sensitivity are known) the degree of 
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deflection can be correlated directly to a force exerted on the surface. Therefore, at each posi-
tion of the sinusoidal cycle the force can be estimated by the amount of deflection. 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic of PeakForceTM Quantitative Nanomechanical Measurement (QNMTM)) mode. a) The 
cantilever is actuated sinusoidally up and down. At each point in z the deflection can be measured in real-
time, known as force-distance curves. The blue trace indicates the deflection as the cantilever is moving 
towards the sample. Red indicates the deflection on the retraction. b) Different regions of the force-
distance curves can then be used to infer material properties of the sample. 

As the cantilever approaches the surface often a snap-in to contact with the surface is observed 
due to attractive forces, before it starts to deflect (indicated by the dip in the approach curve 
(blue)). As the the cantilever moves down further the deflection, and thus the force, increases till 
it reaches its position closest to the sample. Then the cantilever will retract from the surface and 
the deflection decreases again. Now that it is known how much the peak force was, that was 
applied on the sample during this cycle the distance between the cantilever and the sample can 
be readjusted for the next cycle to match the peak force exerted on the sample to a value speci-
fied by the user. From these force-distance curves different parameters about the sample can be 
extracted, including the DMT modulus, deformation, adhesion or dissipation. The excellent force 
control, the quantitative measurements of mechanical properties, the robustness of the imaging 
mode as well as the reasonable speed at which these measurements can be taken make it a very 
convenient scanning mode for biological samples. 

1.2 Diffraction Limit of Optical Microscopes and Super Resolution 
Techniques 

Optical microscopes on the other hand provide very different information compared to the AFM. 
Light which interacted with the sample or photons emitted by the sample are captured on a 
camera. There is a vast range of optical microscopy techniques available. But all the conventional 
techniques share a certain resolution limit fundamental to optical microscopy which has been 
described by Ernst Abbe in 1873. He found that light converging to a spot will make a spot that 
cannot be arbitrarily small due to diffraction of light. The radius of a spot of light at a wavelength 
λ, in a medium with refractive index n, which converged with an angle θ will be 

 

where n sin θ is called the numerical aperture (NA). This limit in spot size (diffraction limit) is a 
fundamental limit of the resolution of optical microscopes. Using a high NA objective lens (Figure 
1.3a) with NA 1.65 and a wavelength of 488 nm the spot size limit is at around 150 nm in a dif-
fraction limited system, hence objects which are closer together cannot be resolved. 
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Figure 1.3 Microscope objective lenses. Resolution limit of optical microscopes depends on the numerical 
aperture of the system. More light is captured at higher numerical apertures. 

Recent developments in fluorescence microscopy led to the invention of new techniques, single 
molecule localization microscopy techniques capable of resolving structures which are closer 
together than allowed by the diffraction limit. The basic concept of such techniques is to sequen-
tially image only a sub set of fluorophores which are further apart from each other than the dif-
fraction limit such that they don’t overlap and can be identified as individual spots. Each of spot 
on the camera should then correspond to the positions of single fluorescent molecules. In order 
to image all the fluorescent molecules at least once with very few individual molecules in each 
frame, many thousand image frames have to be recorded. In a post-processing step the center 
of each spot in each camera frame can then be determined very precisely by a Gaussian fit, even 
at a resolution smaller than the size of a pixel on the camera. This can be achieved if only a sub-
set of all fluorescent molecules are emitting photons in each image frame but during the course 
of the measurement all molecules can be mapped at least once. Photoactivated localization mi-
croscopy (PALM) introduced by Betzig et al.(2) or direct stochastic optical reconstruction micros-
copy (dSTORM) introduced by van de Linde et al.(3) are based on this concept of localizing indi-
vidual fluorophores, depicted in Figure 1.4. Most of the fluorescent molecules in a sample are in 
an OFF state and only a subset of the molecules are in an excitable ON state and emit photons 
upon laser excitation. Hence if the number of molecules in an ON state is low enough such that 
they are far apart from each other the center of each spot and as thus the localization of these 
individual molecules can be determined very precisely. In the next image frame a different sub-
set of molecules in the ON state are imaged till all the molecules in the sample are mapped. A 
reconstruction of the localizations of all the molecules imaged in all the image frames will pro-
vide an image with a resolution limit in the order of ~20 nm which is about one tenth of the dif-
fraction limit. Therefore, by repeatedly localizing a small number of molecules the diffraction 
limit can be surpassed. 
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Figure 1.4 dSTORM principle. Instead of imaging all fluorescent molecules at the same time, only a subset 
of molecules is localized in a every image frame. Precise localization of the centers of each spot and recon-
structing an image out of all the frames acquired a high resolution image can be obtained.(3) 
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 Stage for combined HS-
AFM/FM 

Contrary to the AFM, fluorescence microscopy (FM) has the capability to depict struc-
tures which are located below the surface inside the cell of a transparent biological sample. 
Thus, AFM and FM provide very different, complementary information about the sample. AFM 
provides the structural information of the surface, the FM specific structures of interest beyond 
the surface. A specific subset of biomolecules executing a particular biomolecular function can 
be imaged by simply adding a fluorescent tag to the biomolecule of choice. With the help of 
laser excitation and appropriate optical filters these biomolecules attributed with a biomolecular 
function can then be imaged. As in AFM, fluorescent imaging is as well capable of live cell imag-
ing providing information about the distribution of biomolecules inside the cell. This allows to 
use the same samples for AFM and FM alike. Probing the sample with both modalities therefore 
renders a more complete view of the sample and helps interpreting individual images. 

The integration of AFM and OM into one single instrument has been of interest for a broad 
community in biological research. The very different nature of the microscopes each necessitate 
specific requirements that have to be met to ensure correct functioning. Mechanical stability is 
one of the main goals that has to be achieved to reduce mechanical noise and ensure undis-
turbed operation of the AFM. The use of high NA objective lenses on the other hand will enable 
high resolution optical images. Numerous different designs have been proposed and imple-
mented. In early designs a platform was directly mounted onto the frame of the inverted optical 
microscope onto which the AFM was placed (Figure 2.1a). In such a setup the mechanical stabil-
ity of the AFM support is dependent on the mechanical stability of the optical microscope frame. 
As optical microscope frames are not designed to be integrated with AFMs the performance of 
such a setup is reduced compared to an AFM that is not integrated with an inverted microscope 
(Figure 2.1a). 

By restricting the access to the sample by the AFM to the upper side, the optical inverted micro-
scope has free access from the bottom. This allows the full use of imaging capabilities relying on 
illumination from the bottom as is common for many fluorescence imaging techniques. Moreo-
ver, high magnification objective lenses can then be used which require to be positioned within 
hundreds of micrometers from the bottom of the microscope glass coverslip due to their short 
working distance. They enable a specific illumination pattern commonly known as total internal 
reflection fluorescence (TIRF). Under such illumination conditions the excitation light instead of 
passing through the microscope coverslip glass, travels along the microscope coverslip glass min-
imizing the excitation volume to a very thin layer on the bottom of the sample. This limits out of 
focus background light effectively by minimizing the excitation volume, thereby increasing the 
contrast. This illumination condition is often used in 2D super resolution microscopy. Upon these 
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considerations we aimed at designing our instrument in a way that would allow us to use an 
inverted OM equipped with high-magnification objective lenses, enabling super-resolution mi-
croscopy techniques. On the AFM side we are using a commercially available tip-scanning high-
speed AFM (HS-AFM). As the AFM can access the sample only from the top side and the OM 
requires the sample to be in a fixed position sample scanning AFMs can be used. The HS-AFM 
will allow measurements of live-cell samples in a time-resolved manner. 

 

Figure 2.1 Comparison of setups to combine AFM and OM. a) In the conventional setup the AFM scanner 
is directly mounted on the OM frame. The noise measured is 1.1 Å RMS. The amplitude channel of the 
noise measurement is shown below. b) The AFM support is mechanically de-coupled from the OM. The 
noise measured drops to 0.3 Å RMS, with the corresponding amplitude channel of the noise measurement 
below. 

In order to prevent the deterioration of the HS-AFM performance by solely mounting the sup-
port for the HS-AFM on the frame of the OM as described above and outlined in Figure 2.1a we 
aimed at developing a new design for the mechanical support. In principle, the transmission of 
mechanical vibrations from the frame of the OM to the HS-AFM unit and sample can be pre-
vented by mechanically de-coupling the AFM support structure from the frame of the OM. The 
support structure for the AFM can instead be bolted on a vibration isolation table minimizing 
mechanical noise sources. 

To allow space for the inverted OM to be positioned directly below the HS-AFM scan unit the 
shape of the support structure is an inverted U. To maximize the stability of the structure brack-
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ets are used to bolt the sides of the structure to the vibration isolation table as well as to stabi-
lize the connection between the sides and the top of the structure (Figure 1.1b). The shape and 
dimensions of the support structure allow the inverted OM to be positioned inside and optical 
accessories to be attached to the frame of the OM. The HS-AFM scanner is then mounted on a 
heavy metal block bolted on top of this support structure with the HS-AFM tip aligned to the 
centre of the field of view of the inverted optical microscope. 

Noise measurements, where the amplitude of a cantilever in oscillation is measured over time at 
very low feedback gains are an estimation for the AFM system performance. Such measure-
ments are shown in Figure 2.1 below. Clearly, the HS-AFM positioned on the platform that me-
chanically decouples it from the optical microscope performs better. It resulted in a reduction of 
the RMS value by a factor of more than 3, demonstrating the improvement in performance. 
With this system, RMS values as reported by the HS-AFM supplier measured on the original HS-
AFM platform are achieved, showing that a well-designed support structure allows the combina-
tion of the HS-AFM with an OM without reducing its performance. 

A disadvantage of positioning an AFM ontop of the inverted microscope however, is that optical 
components cannot be placed above the sample. Therefore, condensers nor phase plates can be 
introduced preventing for example the use of phase contrast imaging. The AFM scanner head 
however is equipped with a built-in light source which can be used for general orientation on the 
sample mimicking transmission light, however adjustment of the illumination to provide Köhler 
illumination is not possible. 
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3.1 Abstract 
Nanoscale characterization of living samples has become essential for modern biology. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) creates topological images of fragile biological structures from 
biomolecules to living cells in aqueous environments. However, correlating nanoscale structure 
to biological function of specific proteins can be challenging. To this end we have built and char-
acterized a correlated single molecule localization microscope (SMLM)/AFM that allows localiz-
ing specific, labelled proteins within high-resolution AFM images in a biologically relevant con-
text. Using direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM)/AFM, we directly cor-
relate and quantify the density of localizations with the 3D topography using both imaging mo-
dalities along (F-)actin cytoskeletal filaments. In addition, using photo activated light microscopy 
(PALM)/AFM, we provide correlative images of bacterial cells in aqueous conditions. Moreover, 
we report the first correlated AFM/PALM imaging of live mammalian cells. The complementary 
information provided by the two techniques opens a new dimension for structural and function-
al nanoscale biology. 

3.2 Results 
Observing nanoscale structural changes associated with many cellular processes is essential for 
understanding the complex mechanisms underlying biomolecular function. Performing the ex-
periments in aqueous environments is essential for maintaining cellular integrity. At the na-
noscale, the two imaging modalities atomic force microscopy (AFM) and single molecule localiza-
tion microscopy (SMLM) fulfil the requirement of concomitant assessment of structures and 
dynamics under close to physiological conditions. AFM has long since provided nanoscale struc-
tural information on living cells.(4-6) Recent advances in high-speed AFM have even been suc-
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cessfully used to directly visualize the dynamics of molecular machinery such as protein mo-
tors.(7, 8) In addition, newly emerged SMLM techniques extended all the advantages of fluores-
cence microscopy beyond its diffraction limited spatial resolution of about 200 nm (2, 9, 10) and 
provided new important insights into structural organization, (11, 12) dynamics,(13) and quanti-
fication (14-16) of biomolecules. Both techniques by themselves have proven to be very power-
ful for research in nanoscale structural biology. However, in SMLM, biomolecules themselves are 
invisible, and one observes/localizes only the fluorophores. In addition, translating the SMLM 
localization precision, typically between 10 and 25 nm, into spatial resolution is still very chal-
lenging due to a number of complicating factors.(17) Therefore, early on, the validation of SMLM 
has been carried out with correlative imaging using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).(2) 
Yet, in the case when SMLM is correlated either with TEM(2, 18) or scanning electron microsco-
py (SEM), (19, 20) sample preparation conditions are far from physiological, prohibiting the ob-
servation of live processes. Structural artefacts might as well be introduced unless one performs 
experiments on vitrified samples as Chang et al.(18) 

AFM on the other hand has proven to obtain submolecular resolution on membrane proteins in 
solution, (21) but it fails at providing biomolecular specificity. In combination, AFM and SMLM 
hold promise for doing correlated nanoscale biomolecular and structural characterization on 
living samples in physiological conditions. 

Nevertheless, the first attempts to correlate AFM with SMLM(20) have not fully exploited this 
opportunity. For example, Monserrate et al.(20) performed AFM imaging of DNA in air, dried on 
a mica substrate. While this approach allows a nice comparison of the two techniques, it does 
not allow for the two techniques to complement each other to learn new things about struc-
ture−function relationships in living systems. In addition, the presence of the thin mica sheet on 
the glass coverslip deteriorated the point spread function (PSF) and compromised the perfor-
mance of SMLM. Although Chacko et al.(22) employ both modalities in physiological conditions, 
their samples were chemically fixed. 

In order to exploit the full potential of high-resolution correlative AFM/SMLM imaging, one has 
to maintain optimal performance in both imaging modalities. This requires careful design of ex-
perimental procedures so that the two methods do not deteriorate each other’s performance. In 
particular, during AFM imaging, maintaining low imaging forces is essential to ensure minimal 
damage to the soft biological samples in fluid. At the same time, one has to maintain a low level 
of noise that should not be compromised by the integration with the SMLM optical microscope. 
To this end, we have built a mechanical support structure to hold the AFM in place without it 
mechanically contacting the microscope body (Figure 3.1). Simultaneously, in SMLM it is im-
portant that the fluorescent labelling strategy minimally affects the 3D structure of the sample. 
Due to this requirement, from the plethora of labelling/ imaging strategies we have chosen di-
rect stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM) and photo activated light microsco-
py (PALM). In dSTROM, the light-induced reversible photoswitching of organic fluorophores is 
obtained in the presence of millimolar concentrations of reducing thiol compounds such as di-
thiothreitol (DTT), glutathione (GSH), or mercaptoethylamine (MEA), but without requiring the 
presence of an activator fluorophore in aqueous buffer.(23) In particular, using fusion proteins 
or intercalating small molecules such as fluorescently labelled phalloidin, allowed us to com-
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pletely avoid antibodies that would have otherwise significantly altered the sample’s 3D struc-
ture. Also, after ensuring that the laser used by the AFM to detect the cantilever motion does 
not overlap with the fluorophore excitation spectra, only a subset of fluorophores is available for 
correlated microscopy. 

The purpose of correlated AFM/dSTORM microscopy can be two-fold: first to compare and vali-
date the resolution of one technique with the other, and second to provide complementary in-
formation about two different aspects of the same biological sample. To establish accurate cor-
relation and measurement protocols, we chose F-actin as a first test sample, since high-
resolution images of F-actin have been reported in both imaging modalities. Monomers in actin 
filaments are very weakly bound since they have to be dynamically assembled and disassembled 
in the cell. Even after stabilization by phalloidin they are very delicate. AFM imaging of actin 
filaments in physiological buffer therefore requires excellent force control to image at high reso-
lution without destroying the fibres.(24) This makes them an excellent test sample to ensure 
high-quality AFM performance. Actin is also one of the best studied structures with SMLM both 
in vitro (25) and in vivo.(26) 

For direct comparison of the two techniques we imaged polymerized actin filaments on a glass 
coverslip. The sample preparation procedure was designed to meet the requirements of both 
techniques. Fluorescently labelled phalloidin was used to prepare the sample for SMLM as well 
as for AFM, although not strictly required in the latter case. The glass coverslip was functional-
ized with APTES ((3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) to adhere the actin filaments as required for 
AFM and SMLM imaging. Both imaging modes were performed in buffer; however, each tech-
nique requires its own. While the SMLM experiment requires a buffer optimized for blinking of 
the corresponding fluorescent dye, the AFM requires a buffer which ensures structural integrity 
and stability. 

The best image quality by AFM was obtained using soft cantilevers (BL-AC40TS-C2 cantilevers 
(Olympus)) with a nominal spring constant of 0.09 N/m operated in peak force tapping keeping 
the force set point below 100 pN to not destroy the filament. Figure 3.2a shows a high-
resolution AFM image of the F-actin, revealing the 36 nm periodicity of the single left handed 
generic helix.(27) The spacing of the individual G-actin monomers can be seen in the cross sec-
tion (Figure 3.2c), which is equivalent to the highest resolution AFM images of F-actin published 
thus far.(24) 
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Figure 3.1 Correlative AFM-SMLM: instrument setup. (a) Schematic of the aligned optical path with the 
AFM cantilever. By laterally translating the incoming laser beam using a micrometre screw, the TIRF illu-
mination condition is enabled. The AFM cantilever is cantered in the field of view by adjusting the position 
of the inverted optical microscope mounted on an x/y-translation stage (as shown in b and c). (b) Mechan-
ical integration of an inverted optical microscope and the AFM. The inverted optical microscope is mount-
ed on an x/y translation stage. Around it a mechanical support structure is built to hold the AFM in place 
without mechanically contacting the microscope body. The whole instrument is placed on a vibration 
isolation platform inside an acoustic isolation box. (c) Photograph of the instrument and (d) zoom in to the 
AFM cantilever aligned to the optical axis. 
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The height of F-actin as obtained by AFM was as expected between 6 and 8 nm, and a cross sec-
tion revealed a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) height of about 10 nm (Figure 3.2d). This 
result demonstrates that the performance of the AFM is not deteriorated by the fact that it was 
recorded on the combined SMLM/AFM system. 

To assess the image quality obtained by SMLM on this combined system, we imaged F-actin la-
belled with phalloidin− Alexa647, since the Alexa647 dye has been reported to give optimal 
SMLM image quality.(28) Figure 3.2e shows a dSTORM image with a mean photon count of 
about 5500 (Supporting Figure 3.1a) and a mean localization precision of 12.5 nm, comparable 
to the values reported in the literature.(28) Actin filaments that have a cross-section profile with 
a FWHM of 24 nm are visible (Figure 3.2e−g). Our measurements demonstrate that a high im-
age quality is obtainable by both techniques individually even when performed on the combined 
instrument. 

 

Figure 3.2 Independent performance of AFM and dSTORM on the combined AFM/SMLM system. (a) AFM 
image of F-actin deposited on an APTES coated glass coverslip (200 nm × 200 nm). (b) 3D model of F-actin 
showing its apparent helical structure, which is observed by AFM as well. (c) Height profile of F-actin ex-
tracted from AFM data, along the filament (profile line indicated in a). The length of one helical turn is 36 
nm. (d) Profile perpendicular to the F-actin having a full width at the base of <15 nm. (e) Probability map 
of F-actin labelled with phalloidin-alexa647 imaged with dSTORM, with a selected filament zoomed in 
(inset). Pixel size full image: 10 nm, inset: 4 nm. (f and g) Intensity profiles corresponding to the lines in the 
inset, normalized to the maximum intensity in the profile. The FWHM of the profiles are ≈24 nm. 
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The procedure for correlated image acquisition is depicted in Figure 3.3a through h. Since 
Alexa647 emission deteriorates after exposure to the AFM laser (Supporting Figure 3.2a−c), 
phalloidin−Atto488 was used instead to label F-actin for the correlative experiment. This signifi-
cantly reduced the bleaching of the dye, although some bleaching still occurs (compare Figure 
3.3b and e), but also reduced the photon count and therefore the ultimately achievable localiza-
tion precision. We recorded the AFM image before recording the dSTORM image, since the 
dSTORM seemed to degrade the structural integrity of the actin filaments (for details see Sup-
porting Figure 3.10). By minimizing the AFM peak forces to as low as 50 pN, the sample re-
mained intact for the subsequent dSTORM image acquisition, which is a prerequisite for record-
ing correlative images. After the AFM image was recorded, the buffer was exchanged, and phal-
loidin-atto488 was forced into a triplet state by means of the chemical reducing agent NaBH4 
(Figure 3.3f). Subsequently, the reducing agent was washed and the buffer exchanged with the 
dSTORM imaging buffer containing an oxygen scavenging system to ensure optimal blinking be-
haviour. Then, the dSTORM image was acquired (Figure 3.3h). Figure 3.3i through k show the 
resulting AFM images and the dSTORM image, with the squares in Figure 3.3k indicating the 
areas where the AFM images i and j were taken. Similar results are displayed in Supporting Fi-
gure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Experimental procedure and representative correlated AFM/dSTORM images. Experimental 
procedure (a−h): (a) The AFM cantilever is cantered in the optical field of view of the camera by translating 
the inverted microscope in x- and y-direction. (b) The sample is moved, and a region of interest is selected. 
(c) The AFM image is acquired. (d) To determine the centre of the scan another optical image is taken to 
account for an applied offset during AFM image acquisition. (e) Then, another TIRF image of the sample 
was taken and the illumination condition was optimized. (f) The fluorescent labels (phalloidin−Atto488) 
are quenched chemically and forced into a dark state by exchanging the buffer containing 10 mM NaBH4. 
(g) The buffer of the sample is exchanged with optimal dSTORM buffer, and beads are added to be used as 
fiducial markers during the image reconstruction. (h) dSTORM images are acquired. Scale bars below im-
ages (a−h) are 3 μm. (i and j) AFM images, (k) reconstructed dSTORM image in probability map represen-
tation. (i and j) Areas correlated with AFM. 
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The effects of various forms of aberrations, primarily spherical aberrations in SMLM,(15) are 
minimized by performing accurate transformation and overlay (detailed in the Supporting In-
formation and Supporting Figure 3.4). The correlative images allow comparison as well as pro-
vide complementary information about the sample. Comparing the width of the actin bundles as 
measured by AFM and by dSTORM, we find that dSTORM provides comparable values to AFM. 
On the ability to distinguish two diverging bundles of filaments, AFM provides clearer infor-
mation than dSTORM (Figure 3.4a−c). The height and width of the actin filament bundles meas-
ured by AFM was 14 and 65 nm FWHM, respectively. The FWHM of dSTORM was 94 nm and of 
TIRF 271 nm for the filament bundles. 

In addition to direct comparison, the two techniques provide complementary information about 
the sample. The dSTORM image reveals a nonhomogeneous intensity along the filament which is 
often attributed to local differences in labelling along the filament. The correlated AFM meas-
urements however suggest that the fluctuation in localization densities is partially due to the 
presence of actin bundles rather than single filaments. The tendency of F-actin filaments to bun-
dle up (29) therefore likely contributes to the local differences of localizations recorded by 
dSTORM along the filament (Figure 3.4h). We indeed observed a correlation between the height 
of the F-actin and the number of localizations recorded at that particular location (Figure 3.4i). 
Along a single filament with a height of around 8 nm about 8 localizations are detected per line 
scanned by AFM (corresponding to 12 nm in length). On the other hand, in areas where an 
increased height was measured ( 12−14 nm), the number of dSTORM localizations is 1.5 times 
higher than observed on a single filament. 

After correlation protocols have been established, we used the combination of the AFM and 
SMLM to extract complementary information about two different aspects of one and the same 
biological sample. For this we extended our method to samples including chemically fixed bacte-
rial cells (Figure 3.4j) and mammalian cells (Supporting Figure 3.6). Escherichia coli (E. coli) ex-
pressing the fusion protein RNP-mEOS2 was measured by AFM and subsequently by PALM. We 
chose PALM over dSTORM for these experiments since PALM can be performed with lower laser 
power, which is better suited for eventually extending the technique to live cell imaging. The 
AFM provides the 3D morphology of the bacteria, while PALM provides the expression level and 
the 2D projection of the spatial distribution of the fusion protein. Interestingly, one of the bacte-
ria showed no presence of the fusion protein in a part of the PALM image. The AFM image clear-
ly shows that this bacterium is situated slightly on top of two other bacteria. We hypothesize 
therefore that the fusion proteins of this particular bacteria were not mapped because the bac-
terium was out of the illumination volume covered in TIRF conditions. This is a good example 
where the combination of the two techniques yields a clearer interpretation of the microscopy 
data than PALM alone. However, the conventional PALM we use does not provide 3D infor-
mation on the location of the fluorescence signals with respect to the morphology of the cell. 
Recent advancements in 3D PALM (30) would further leverage the power of the correlated tech-
nique. 

The same technique can be applied to correlated AFM/ PALM measurements on mammalian 
cells. Supporting Figure 3.6 shows a fixed mouse embryonic fibroblast expressing the fusion pro-
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tein paxillin−mEos2, which is part of the focal adhesion complexes that form contact with the 
substrate. 

Performing correlated SMLM and AFM measurements within biologically relevant media not 
only allows for direct comparison of the two techniques but also allows us to learn more about 
each individual technique and to augment the weaknesses of one with the strength of the other. 
In the case of the actin filaments, AFM provided a reference for the location and height of the 
filaments that could be directly compared to the labelling density fluctuations along the fila-
ments as observed by SMLM. This showed that the labelling fluctuations originate partially from 
the presence of double and triple filaments (Figure 3.4h and i) and is therefore not solely due to 
insufficient labelling as it was incorrectly assumed. On the other hand, in areas along the fila-
ment revealed by AFM to be a single filament, the fluctuations can now be unequivocally at-
tributed to insufficient binding of tagged phalloidin. This dual information makes the comparison 
between different labelling protocols much more effective and accurate. On the other hand, the 
fact that the number of localizations per scan-line correlates well with the AFM height (and 
therefore the number of filaments) suggests that the localization intensity could eventually be 
used for quantifying the number of actin filaments in a bundle in situations where no AFM in-
formation can be obtained such as in whole cell imaging. 

 

Figure 3.4 Comparison of AFM, dSTORM, and TIRF imaging resolution from correlative imaging. (a, c, and 
e) AFM, dSTORM, and TIRF images, respectively (1.5 μm × 1.5 μm), of correlated filaments. Lines and col-
ours indicate the location of profiles shown in (b, d, and f). (g) Overlay of dSTORM probability map (blue) 
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and 3D rendered AFM image (yellow−brown). (h) Different F-actin arrangements suggested based on the 
AFM data. (i) Orange: Maximum height projection of the AFM section shown below the plot. Blue: Num-
ber of localizations detected in regions between the white lines per line scan of the AFM. In higher areas 
more localizations are observed. (j) Correlative AFM/PALM image of E. coli bacteria expressing RNA poly-
merase−mEos2.  

Thus, far, we have chosen our sample so that a direct comparison of the two techniques is pos-
sible and we also showed the potential of revealing complementary information in fixed bacteria 
and mammalian cells. Now that the correlation between the two techniques has been estab-
lished, they can be reliably used to complement each other in applications where the protein 
specific SMLM information has to be put in a 3D cellular or mechanical context. This will be es-
pecially important for the recent and ongoing developments in 3D SMLM. (31-34) Since we per-
form our AFM experiments in physiological solution, it is even possible to perform live cell imag-
ing and nanomechanical stimulation using the AFM cantilever. Using the combination of live cell 
AFM (35-37) and live cell SMLM,(38) one could observe the reaction of the cells to nanomechan-
ical stimuli with unprecedented resolution. A major concern for live cell imaging is the image 
acquisition speed of both SMLM and AFM, as they both traditionally require tens of minutes to 
obtain a high quality image. With the development of high speed AFM by Ando et al.(7) and the 
pioneering work in high-speed SMLM by Zhuang et al. (38, 39), real time nanoscale imaging of 
living cells is within reach. Our combined AFM/SMLM system is already capable of such experi-
ments since live cell PALM has already been reported,(13) and the AFM we used is capable of 
imaging live cells within a minute or less.(40) Figure 3.5 shows such time-resolved AFM and 
PALM image sequences of live CHO-K1 cells in physiological environment. From the whole cell 
shown in Figure 3.5a, we chose the leading edge (upper corner) for time-resolved analysis 
(Figure 3.5b and c). AFM images (Figure 3.5b) were recorded at 1 min intervals showing filopodia 
already extended with subsequent following of the lamellipodium. PALM images shown in Figure 
3.5c were recorded directly after AFM imaging, and the cell edge from the last image in the AFM 
sequence is shown for reference in the PALM images. Fluorescent frames were recorded at a 
rate of 20 frames/s and processed 5000 frames at a time with a “running average” of 1000 
frames to create each PALM image (see methods, Supporting Figure 3.11 and Supporting movie 
1 for details). Figure 3.5d−g show zoom-ins of regions depicting paxillin clusters in focal adhe-
sions. In d and e, a paxillin cluster disappears at one place, while in f and g new ones appear. 

The dynamic changes we observed in both the AFM and PALM images and the complementary 
information they provide demonstrate the potential of correlated AFM/PALM imaging of live 
cells. It should be noted that in these experiments the AFM and PALM data were recorded in a 
correlated fashion, but not simultaneously. A better integration of the AFM operating software 
with the PALM acquisition software would allow for truly simultaneous imaging. While many of 
the experimental conditions for routine experiments still have to be worked out, we expect this 
to become a truly enabling method in the study of mechanobiology and mechanotransduc-
tion.(41, 42) 
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Figure 3.5 Live-cell time-resolved AFM/PALM on mammalian cell. (a) CHO-K1 cell transiently expressing a 
paxillin-mEos2 construct imaged in its off-state under TIRF illumination. Overlaid is an AFM overview im-
age from the upper part of the cell. The white square outlines the area zoomed in for the AFM time-series 
shown in b. (b) Time-resolved AFM sequence of the leading edge of the cell, showing the normal cell be-
haviour of filopodia protrusion with subsequent lamellopodia extension. The frame rate is 1 min−1. The 
white square in the AFM image recorded after 9 min marks the area of subsequent PALM images shown in 
c. (c) Live-cell PALM time series showing the reorganization of the paxillin-mEos2 clusters. (d) Zoom-in of 
the green square outlined in c at 28.2 min. (e) The same area as in d at 31.6 min. (f) Zoom of the area out-
lined in red in (c) in the image taken at 30.7 min. (g) Zoom of the same area as in part f at 33.3 min. While 
the AFM images show the dynamics of the cell membrane, the PALM series monitors the changes in the 
paxillin-mEos2 clusters. In d and e, paxillin clusters disappear from the top left corner (arrow). New paxillin 
clusters are formed within 3 min at the site shown in f and g (arrows). 

3.3 Materials/Methods 
Choice of Labelling Strategy. What fluorescent labelling strategy is best suited depends 

on the kind of correlated experiment that is performed. In the case of the actin filaments we 
imaged the same aspect of a sample with both modalities. In that case it is imperative that the 
fluorescent labelling does not interfere with the sample structure as measured by AFM. In such a 
case it is preferential to use a small intercalating dye such as fluorescently labelled phalloidin. 
When one images different aspects of a sample with the two techniques (such as we did in the 
combined imaging of cells), a broader choice of labelling strategies is available such as antibody 
labelling or genetic expression of fluorescent fusion proteins. We chose the latter for live cell 
imaging as it allows for labelling of intracellular structures without permeabilizing the cell mem-
brane. In all cases, it is essential however that the AFM laser does not bleach the fluorophores. 
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F-Actin. F-actin has been polymerized from G-actin following the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol (BK003, Cytoskeleton, Inc.) and stored on ice subsequently. To 5 μL of a G-actin aliquot 
(200 μM) 45 μL prechilled general actin buffer was added, ending up with 20 μM G-actin in 5 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 0.2 mM CaCl2. Next, 5 μL of 10× polymerization buffer was add-
ed, resulting in a final concentration of 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ATP, and incubated at 
room temperature to polymerize for 2 h before storing on ice. Actin was stored up to one 
month. 

E. coli. E. coli bacteria expressing RNA polymerase labelled with mEos2 (43) were kindly 
provided by Dr. Mike Heilemann. The bacteria were grown in lysogeny broth (LB) medium sup-
plemented with ampicillin (0.1 mg/mL) at 37 °C in an orbital shaker overnight. Then, 100 μL of 
bacteria solution was added to 4 mL of fresh medium and incubated again for 3 h. Subsequently, 
1 mL was pelleted by centrifugation, and the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was resus-
pended in deionized water, and the washing step was repeated once more. The pellet was even-
tually resuspended in 400 μL of deionized water and used for subsequent sample preparation on 
the prepared glass coverslip. 

Glass Coverslip. 25 mm diameter round glass coverslips (72225-01, Electron Microsco-
py Sciences) were cleaned by piranha etch (H2SO4 and H2O2 at a ratio of 2:1) on a heating plate 
for at least 20 min and then left to cool down. Then, the coverslips were thoroughly rinsed with 
water and blown dry by a nitrogen stream. On coverslips prepared for the F-actin sample, 500 μL 
of water (Milli-Q) containing 0.5% (v/v) APTES (440140, Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland) was deposit-
ed and incubated for 10 min before rinsing with water. Coverslips were then dried at 65 °C for 1 
h in vertical position. Coverslips were prepared freshly on the day of the experiment. 

Cleaned coverslips used to deposit E. coli were immersed for 10 min in a solution containing 0.05 
mg/mL poly-L-lysine (PLL) hydrobromide (Sigma, P1524) and 10 mM Tris at pH 8. Coverslips were 
then dried in a vertical position at room temperature overnight and used within a week. 

Cleaned and coated coverslips were glued into a custom-made holder before the respective 
sample was deposited. 

Sample Deposition and Imaging Buffers. F-actin samples were prepared as follows: 3 
μL of phalloidin−Alexa647 (A22287, Life Technologies) or phalloidin−Atto488 (49409, Sigma-
Aldrich, Switzerland) and 1 μL of polymerized F-actin was added to 45 μL of Buffer A (2 mM 
MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 20 mM imidazole−HCl, pH 7.6) and incubated in darkness for 10 min. Then 
100 μL Buffer A was added, and 50 μL of this was deposited on an APTES-functionalized co-
verslip. Another 150 μL Buffer A was added to the sample and incubated for 5 min. Additionally, 
up to 1 mL of Buffer A was added for AFM experiments. 

E. coli samples were prepared as follows. A drop of concentrated bacteria solution was deposit-
ed onto a PLL coated coverslip, and bacteria were left to adhere for 30 min before the coverslip 
was gently washed with water. After imaging by AFM in water, the sample was washed with 
PHEM buffer (60 mM Pipes, 25 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, and 2 mM MgCl2 at pH 6.9) and fixed 
with 4% paraformaldehyde in PHEM buffer for 30 min without changing the position of the sam-
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ple. Subsequently, the sample was washed with PHEM buffer 3 times, and PALM images were 
acquired. 

CHO-K1 Cells. CHO-K1 cells were grown in an incubator at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in DMEM-F12 
supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% antibiotics to 70% confluency prior to transfection. 4 × 
105 cells were transfected with 2 μg of plasmid DNA containing the paxillin−mEos2 sequence 
with a Neon electroporation system. Cells were then seeded in a 6-well plate with DMEM sup-
plemented with FBS only. The following day they were transferred onto plasma cleaned fibron-
ectin coated 25 mm diameter glass coverslips and grown for another 2−24 h. Prior to the exper-
iment the cells on the coverslip were transferred on a home-built coverslip heater shown in 
Supporting Figure 3.9 to keep them at 37 °C and the medium was exchanged to DMEM without 
phenol red buffered with 25 mM Hepes. As imaging took less than 35 min, it was not necessary 
to have a controlled CO2 environment. For longer term imaging we suggest putting a CO2 cage 
around the sample including the AFM, or use the commercially available perfusion chamber for 
the FastScan Bio AFM. 

AFM. AFM experiments were conducted with a Dimension FastScan (Bruker, USA) 
mounted on a custom-built support structure on top of an inverted optical microscope (IX71, 
Olympus, Japan). BL-AC40TS-C2 cantilevers (Olympus, Japan) with a nominal spring constant of 
0.09 N/m and a resonance frequency of 110 kHz were used to image the F-actin samples. Images 
were taken in PeakForce QNM mode at a maximal force <100 pN, at a resolution of 512 × 256 
pixels. E. coli samples were imaged using Scanasyst-Fluid cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal 
spring constant of 0.7 N/m and a resonance frequency of 150 kHz. For the live-cell experiment 
on CHO-K1 cells Fastscan-D cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of 0.25 N/m and 
a typical resonance frequency in water of 110 kHz were used. Images were taken in tapping 
mode at a resolution of 512 × 128 and a frame rate of 1 min−1. AFM data was processed with 
standard SPM software. Supporting Figure 3.7 displays 2D AFM height images of the 3D repre-
sentations shown in the main figures. The reconstruction of the tip used in Figure 3.3 as ob-
tained by the software Nanoscope Analysis (Bruker, USA) is shown in Supporting Figure 3.8. 
More details are provided in the text of the Supporting Information. 

dSTORM. For the imaging with Alexa-647, the sample was imaged in the buffer condi-
tions described in Olivier et al.(44) 2 mL of buffer (pH 7.5) was composed of: 1.685 mL of PBS, 
200 μL of Tris (100 mM pH 7.4), 20 μL of 1 M mercaptoethylamine stock pH 8 (MEA, Sigma; pH 
adjusted with glacial acetic acid 100%), 7 μL of β-mercaptoethanol (M6250, Sigma), 20 μL of 200 
mM cyclooctatetraene (COT) stock made from 1.27 mL of DMSO and 30 μL of COT (Sigma), 50 μL 
of 100 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA, Sigma) at pH 9 (adjusted with KOH), and 20 μL of 5 μM 
protocatechuic dioxygenase (PCD, Sigma) stock stored in 50% glycerol in 50 mM KCl, 1 mM 
EDTA, and 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8. 

For the correlative imaging with ATTO-488, the following protocol was used. After AFM imaging, 
the sample was washed 3× with PBS, leaving 300 μL PBS. 600 μL of PBS containing 0.5 mg/mL 
NaBH4 was added to a final concentration of 10 mM NaBH4 and incubated for at least 5 min or 
until the fluorescence was quenched. Then the sample was washed with Tris/Trolox buffer pH 8 
(100 mM Tris, 1 mM Trolox), leaving 250 μL of buffer on the sample. Next, 750 μL of buffer con-
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taining glucose, catalase, and glucose oxidase was added, resulting in a final concentration of 0.5 
mg/mL glucose oxidase, 40 μg/mL catalase and 5% (w/v) glucose. Additionally, 3 μL of 100 nm 
fluorescent beads (Tetraspeck, Life technologies) was added to the sample. 

The dSTORM measurements were performed with a TIRF objective (APON 60X TIRF, Olympus, 
after a further magnification of 2×, yielding a pixel size of 133 nm) and appropriate optical filters 
(dichroic: F73-866; emission filter: F72-866, AHF Analysetechnik AG, Germany). Illumination was 
provided by a monolithic laser combiner (MLC400B, Agilent, UK), and the optical fiber output of 
the MLC400B was coupled into an optical system (TIRFM Illuminator, Olympus, Japan) in order 
to generate TIRF illumination. Images were recorded with an iXon Ultra 897 (Andor) EMCCD 
camera. The power of the 488 nm laser at the fiber output was set to 80 mW and that of the 647 
nm laser at a maximum of 140 mW, the gain of the EMCCD camera was set to 200, and images 
were taken with an exposure time of 20 ms. 

PALM. The fixed MEF cells were imaged in PHEM buffer at room temperature. The live 
CHO-K1 cells were imaged in 25 mM Hepes buffered DMEM at 37 °C. More details can be found 
in the Supporting Information. 

The PALM measurements were performed with the same setup as described in the dSTORM 
section. The emission light coming from mEos2 was separated from the illumination light using a 
combination of a dichroic mirror (493/574 nm BrightLine, Semrock) and an emission filter 
(405/488/568 nm StopLine, Semrock). An optical system (DV2, Photometrics) equipped with a 
dichroic mirror (617/73 nm BrightLine, Semrock) was placed between the EMCCD camera and 
the microscope frame. The DV2 splits the emission light from the on- and off-state of the mEos2 
and sends each color to a separate half of the EMCCD camera chip. 

In order to find a cell in the sample, the mEos2 in the off state was visualized in the green chan-
nel by excitation of 488 nm with 5 mW power at the MLC400B output. Before imaging of the 
mEos2 in the on-state, fiduciary beads (100 nm gold nanospheres, Corpuscular) were added to 
the sample. The gold beads that did not sediment after 5 min are removed by washing 1× with 
PHEM for the MEF cell experiment. Imaging of the mEos2 in the on-state was performed in the 
red channel by excitation of 561 nm with 30 mW power at the MLC400B output. During imaging, 
the mEos2 in the off-state was activated by 405 nm with a gradually increasing power at the 
MLC400B output, ranging for 0 mW to 2 mW. The gain of the EMCCD camera was 200, and the 
exposure time was 50 ms. 

Reconstruction. The estimation of the single molecule positions from the images and 
the rendering as a probability map were done by the code (MATLAB, MathWorks) kindly provid-
ed by Dr. Eric Betzig, using the same algorithm described in Betzig et al.(2) The localization preci-
sion was estimated by means of the expression provided in Mortensen et al.,(45) also incorpo-
rating the precision loss due to the use of the EMCCD camera. The factor to convert ADC values 
to photon counts was calibrated as explained elsewhere.(46) The drift during imaging was cor-
rected using either fiducial marker traces or using the correlation between frames.(47) The 
dSTORM image displayed in Figure 3.2 was obtained from 16000 frames of imaging, and the one 
in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 from 60000 frames. For Figure 3.2, only localizations with a precision 
between 2 and 30 nm, and a photon count between 300 and 50000 were considered. For Figure 
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3.3 and Figure 3.4, a localization precision cut-off of 50 nm and a minimum photon count of 100 
were used. The PALM image displayed in Figure 3.4j was obtained from 62000 frames of imaging 
and that in Supporting Figure 3.6 from 27000 frames. Localizations in both images were plotted 
if the corresponding mEos2 image contained at least 100 photons and if the localization preci-
sion was between 3 and 30 nm. The PALM time sequence (Figure 3.5c and Supporting Movie 1) 
was obtained from 14000 frames of imaging, with each individual PALM image in the sequence 
obtained from a subset of 5000 frames. The time sequence (Supporting Movie 1) was obtained 
by shifting 1000 (Supporting Movie 1) frames of imaging between each PALM image (for details 
see Supporting Figure 3.11). In Figure 3.5c selected frames of the sequence are shown. Only 
mEos2 localizations with a precision between 2 and 40 nm and a photon count of at least 100 
were plotted. 

Overlay. Overlay between the AFM image and the STORM localizations was done by 
estimating an affine transformation matrix between the two by minimizing a cost function based 
on the overlap between the two images. More details are provided in the text of the Supporting 
Information. 
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3.6 Supporting Information 
MEF cell sample preparation. The mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells are kindly 

provided by Dr. Luca Scorrano, and the mEos2-paxillin-22 vector is kindly provided by Dr. Mi-
chael Davidson. The MEF cells are grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 
1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% non-essential amino acids and 1% glutamine, at 37 °C with 5% 
CO2. A 25 mm diameter round cover slip (# 1.5, Electron Microscopy Sciences) is prepared by 
first treating it with an oxygen plasma for 5 min and then incubating it with PBS  containing 50 
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μg/ml fibronectin (bovine plasma fibronectin, Invitrogen) for 30 min at 37 °C. To remove the 
excess of fibronectin, the cover slip is washed 1× with PBS. The cells are transfected by electro-
poration (Neon Transfection System, Invitrogen). The electroporation is performed on ~500,000 
cells using 2 μg of DNA, using 1 pulse of 1350 V with a width of 35 ms. The transfected cells are 
seeded on the cover slip and grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% 
non-essential amino acids and 1% glutamine, at 37 °C with 5% CO2. At least 24 h after transfec-
tion, the cells are washed 1× with PHEM (60 mM Pipes, 25 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, and 2 mM 
MgCl2 at pH 6.9) and fixed by incubating them in PHEM with 4% paraformaldehyde at 37°C for 
30 min. After removing the fixative, the cells are again washed 3× with PHEM and the cover slip 
is glued into a custom made holder that is positioned on the microscope stage. 

Imaging procedure. AFM images were then recorded using the Dimension Icon head 
(Bruker) in peak force tapping mode. Lever A of a Hydra-All-G cantilever (AppNano) with a nomi-
nal spring constant of 0.292 N/m was used. Images were recorded at a line rate of 0.5 Hz and a 
pixel resolution of 512x256. 

Overlay between AFM and STORM images. Both AFM and STORM imaging can involve various 
forms of aberrations. This is especially pronounced in the case the optical aberrations in STORM 
imaging. Correlative imaging therefore should account for these. Additionally, since the images 
are not necessarily of exactly the same size and of the same region (our STORM images typically 
cover a larger field of view than the AFM image), accurate overlay also involves the matching of 
structures in the image. 

We approximate the net effect of these as an affine transformation of STORM localizations. We 
then estimate the transformation parameters from data to obtain the more accurate overlay.  

The 2D affine transformation can be described as  and , 
where  and ’ are the coordinates obtained by the transformation of the original x and y coor-
dinates (STORM localizations); A, B, C and D are lumped parameters that can cause scale, shear 
and rotation operations; and  and  are translation parameters. We estimate these parame-
ters by the optimization of the overlap between the structures in the STORM and AFM images.  
The cost function for optimization is computed based on the total number of the affine-
transformed STORM localizations with a signal in the corresponding pixel of the AFM image. The 
optimization and parameter estimation are then done by means of generic algorithm. An exam-
ple of the estimation process is shown in Supporting Figure 3.4 which shows the overlays before 
and after the estimation. 

For the overlay figures (Figure 3.4g and Supporting Figure 3.3c), since the probability map ren-
dering of the dSTORM localizations involved the shifting of the origin estimated by the overlay 
algorithm to accommodate the localization error distributions, an additional manual translation 
operation was performed. 
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3.7 Supporting Figures 

 

Supporting Figure 3.1 Photon count histograms of STORM images. (a) corresponding to Figure 3.2e (with 
alexa647) and (b) Figure 3.3 (ATTO488). 

 

 

Supporting Figure 3.2 TIRF images of F-actin labelled with phalloidin-alexa647 exposed to the laser of the 
AFM (a-c) and effect of dSTORM on F-actin structure. (a) TIRF image taken of a fresh sample of F-actin 
labelled with phalloidin-alexa647 deposited on glass coverslip. (b) The AFM tip was then brought close to 
the sample surface by false engaging without scanning and kept at this position for 30 minutes. (c) The 
fluorescence in the area where the cantilever was positioned was substantially bleached after 30 minutes 
of exposure to the laser of the AFM, making a subsequent dSTORM image impossible. Therefore for corre-
lated AFM/dSTORM atto488 was used. 
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Supporting Figure 3.3 F-actin labelled with phalloidin-atto488 imaged by AFM and dSTORM. (a) AFM 
height image (b) dSTORM image of the same area (c) Overlay of a and b. Details to the overlay is shown in 
Supporting Figure 3.4b. 

 

 

Supporting Figure 3.4 Alignment process for STORM images of Figure 3.3k (a) and Supporting Figure 3.3 (b) 
The localizations obtained from STORM imaging (blue) is transformed by a 2D affine transform to obtain 
the coordinates (green) that are better aligned with the structure in the AFM image (red). The parameters 
of the transform are estimated by the procedure mentioned in the Supporting material text. (c) Histogram 
showing the distribution of localizations per area of a particular height as measured by AFM. By correlat-
ing dSTORM data and AFM data as shown in Figure 3.4g, a height value was assigned to pixels of the 
dSTORM image. The sum of localizations occurring within a bin (bin size 2 nm) was divided by the total 
number of pixels falling into that particular bin size. Most localizations relative to the number of pixels 
appeared at heights between 8 nm - 14 nm, which corresponds to the measured physical height of F-actin, 
while very few localizations were detected on the level of the substrate (0 - 2 nm). This histogram is a 
quantitative representation of the correlation of dSTORM and AFM data. 
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Supporting Figure 3.5 Overlay of dSTORM (blue) image and total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) 
image (green) of the same area as shown in Figure 3.4g. The TIRF image shown here was used for the 
analysis in Figure 3.4e & f. 

 

Supporting Figure 3.6 Correlative AFM/PALM image of a fixed mammalian cell (mouse embryonic fibro-
blast (MEF) cell) expressing the fusion protein paxillin-mEOS2. (a) 3D render of AFM image with error 
channel as mask. (b) PALM image. (c) Correlated AFM and PALM image. Details describing the sample 
preparation are discussed in the text of the Supporting material. 
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Supporting Figure 3.7 2D AFM height images of 3D representations shown in main figures. (a) Corresponds 
to AFM image shown in Figure 3.2a. (b) Corresponds to AFM image shown in Figure 3.3i & Figure 3.4g. (c) 
Corresponds to AFM image shown in Figure 3.3j. (d) Corresponds to AFM image shown in Figure 3.4j. (a-d) 
Top height image, bottom peak force error image. (e) Corresponds to AFM image shown in Figure 3.5a. 
Top height image, bottom phase image. (f) Corresponds to AFM time-resolved images shown in Figure 
3.5b. 

 

 

Supporting Figure 3.8 Tip reconstruction as obtained by Nanoscope Analysis software of the AFM tip used 
for imaging F-actin filaments shown in Figure 3.3 & Figure 3.4. The tip shape was reconstructed from an 
image of a tip characterization sample. (a) 2D height image. (b) 3D representation of tip reconstruction. 

 

 

Supporting Figure 3.9 Schematic of the home-built glass coverslip holder used to keep the live-cell CHO-K1 
sample at 37°C. The temperature was controlled with TC-2-80-15 (Bioscience Tools). 
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Supporting Figure 3.10 Effect of dSTORM measurement on actin filament integrity. (a) AFM image of F-
actin labelled with phalloidin-atto488 before dSTORM. (b) dSTORM image acquired as described in the 
methods, but no beads were used for dSTORM. Reconstruction was done using the software thunder-
STORM. (c) After dSTORM image was acquired another AFM was recorded. Parts of actin filaments disin-
tegrated. 

 

Supporting Figure 3.11 Time-resolved PALM images constructed from 5000 frames with a running average 
approach. (a) Schematic showing the time-resolved PALM image reconstruction. Each PALM image is a 
reconstruction out of 5000 frames. Between each consecutive PALM image there is an offset of 1000 
frames. The time reported indicates the time at which the middle frame of the respective PALM frame has 
been acquired. (b) Time-resolved PALM series. On top of each PALM image the number of frames used for 
its reconstruction is indicated. The outline of the cell is marked in gray. This time-sequence was used for 
the Supporting movie 1. 
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 Bacterial division governed 
by mechanical properties 
This a verbatim copy of a manuscript for publication in a peer-reviewed journal. 

4.1 Abstract 
Bacteria dividing by a mechanical rupture of the outer cell envelop manifest specific 

physiological and morphological features. The main features such bacteria share is the sudden 
separation of sibling cells happening in milliseconds. It is speculated that at the place of the sep-
tum increased mechanical stress occurs before the separation.(48) Besides the action of hydro-
lytic enzymes(49), mechanical forces are another, possibly essential, contributor to resolving the 
cell wall connection of sibling cells. After bacteria separate upon mechanical stress imposed, 
new cell envelop material and scars at the site of rupture can be observed.(50) Bacteria often 
change their positions relative to each other as a consequence of released mechanical tension 
which in mycobacteria is commonly referred to as V-snapping.(51-53) Many bacteria show such 
features, suggesting that mechanical forces play an important role in the separation process of 
these bacterial species. We are using Mycobacteria smegmatis, a non-pathogenic relative of 
Mycobacteria tuberculosis, as a model organism to study the mechanical implications of bacteri-
al separation. 

By atomic force microscopy (AFM) we can directly measure the mechanical stress imposed on 
the cell wall at the septum. Our measurements show that during septation the tensile stress at 
the septum increases remarkably and is resolved only as sibling cells physically separate. This 
separation happens within milliseconds and is quicker than a sole hydrolytic enzymatic activity 
would achieve. Moreover, by specifically applying additional mechanical load on the septum we 
can actively change the stress imposed on the cell wall connecting sibling cells. Thereby, prema-
ture physical separation of sibling cells can be induced without lethal damage. Hence, we show 
that the physical separation of daughter cells is governed and mediated by mechanical forces 
exerted on the cell envelop at the septum and is crucial to (the timing of) bacterial separation. 

4.2 Results 
It is already known that mycobacteria build a new septal wall at midcell in the process 

of division before the daughter cells physically separate.(54, 55) Electron microscopy data 
showed that the peptidoglycan branches off from the cell envelop at midcell and grows inward 
to build the new poles during septal biogenesis. (56) This is as well the case for M.leprae(57), 
M.vaccae(52) and M.tuberculosis(53) and is fundamentally different to the way other rod-
shaped bacteria such as Escherichia coli divide, where constriction and septation occur concomi-
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tantly.(58). The resolution of the connection between the two daughter cells is believed to be 
initiated by the action of hydrolytic enzymes as has been shown by fluorescent microscopy stud-
ies. A mycobacterial strain depleted of RipA, a peptidoglycan hydrolase, grew in long, branched 
chains unable to separate from its sibling cell.(49) Besides the essential hydrolytic activity of 
RipA little is known about the physical separation of sibling cells. 

We are using the atomic force microscope (AFM) to show how mechanical cues influence this 
cell separation process. The AFM, a mechanical microscope, allows live cell imaging of bacteria 
while at the same time mechanical properties of the sample can be measured at the nanoscale. 
Moreover, we can use the AFM to manipulate the sample by specifically applying mechanical 
load. 

Figure 4.1a shows a sequence of high-resolution AFM images during the last stages of the cell 
cycle of M.smegmatis. The first sign of a division visible by AFM is the appearance of a pre-
separation furrow, a small constricted ring around the cell indicating the future division site 
which in average appears about 70 minutes before the sibling cells actually separate. A feature 
very similar to the pre-separation furrow has been imaged by SEM on S.aureus(50) and 
M.vaccae(52) or by AFM on M.bovis BCG(59). It appears long before the separation of the 
daughter cells and becomes more pronounced as the cell cycle progresses (Figure 4.1a, 0 min - 
56 min). Other than that the cell envelop remains unchanged during all this time. Only as the cell 
separate and the outer cell envelop breaks, the two parts shifted apart manifesting a deep cleft 
at the position where the pre-separation furrow was. (Figure 4.1b & c). The new poles which 
have been developed within the common cell envelop prior to the separation are exposed after 
division (Figure 4.1d) and the scar of the ruptured cell envelop are clearly visible. Such circum-
ferential scars of the broken peptidoglycan layer on each of the daughter cell have been report-
ed on S.aureus(50) M.vaccae(52) and M.tuberculosis(53) as well, suggesting separation might 
happen in a similar way in these cells. 
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Figure 4.1 Division of M.smegmatis imaged by AFM. a) AFM image series. The pre-separation furrow at 
midcell becomes more pronounced as the cell cycle progresses. The division happens between 65 min and 
79 min (zoom-ins shown in b & c). After the division the two cell envelops of the daughter cells initially 
move away from each other for about 200 nm in opposite directions. In the next minutes the distance 
does not change remarkably anymore. d) The new poles were already formed before the cell envelopes 
separated. Constriction and septal growth do not occur concomitantly. e-g) consecutive AFM images of 
dividing M.smegmatis. f) As the AFM was scanning from the top down the bacteria divided exactly while 
scanning over the septum (magnified region) and was divided entirely in the next image (h). Line profiles 
extracted from f show the appearance of the division cleft from one scan line to the next, 2 seconds later. 
i) Constantly measuring the height at one point on the septum at 1 ms temporal resolution shows the 
rapid transition at which the division snap occurs. 50% of the total height decrease (grey area) is reached 
in 21 ms. 

Between the appearance of the pre-separation furrow and the cell separation we have never 
observed any appreciable stretching of the width of the pre-separation furrow, nor have we 
observed any partially cleaved cells. This suggests that the process of cell separation occurs 
much faster than the temporal resolution of our AFM images (ca 5 min/image). Yet, while scan-
ning across a septum by AFM we saw that the separation of bacteria is happening very abruptly. 
Figure 4.1e-g shows a sequence of 3 AFM images of a dividing M.smegmatis with the pre-
separation furrow region magnified. In the first image the pre-separation furrow is well visible 
(Figure 4.1e), while in the last one (Figure 4.1g) the cell is already fully separated. The separation 
coincidentally happened while scanning the middle image from top to bottom. Within the tem-
poral resolution from one scan line to the next (in this experiment in less than 2 seconds), the 
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cell goes from the pre-separation furrow to the separated state, (Figure 4.1f). The pre-separation 
furrow deepened abruptly and the two daughter cells separated (Figure 4.1h). To increase the 
temporal resolution of our measurement to 1 ms we then constantly measured the height on 
top of a septum without any lateral scanning. We found that the height suddenly dropped by 
approximately 50 nm within a few tens of milliseconds. In Figure 4.1i, 50 % of the height drop is 
achieved in 21 milliseconds (grey area). Such rapid and drastic morphological changes are unlike-
ly the sole product of hydrolytic activity on the peptidoglycan layer connecting the two sibling 
cells. 
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Figure 4.2 Correlated AFM and fluorescence microscopy of FtsZ and bacterial membrane. 0 min: FtsZ is not 
yet coalesced to midcell and pre-separation furrow has not appeared yet. 68 min: FtsZ of bacterium 1 
coalesced to the future division site and appears as a band with a peaks on each side. FtsZ of bacterium 2 
appears as a brighter single spot. The plasma membrane stain of the bacterium 2 is already increased at 
the septum of bacterium 2. The pre-separation furrow appeared on the surface, the stiffness has not 
changed remarkably yet. 129 min: FtsZ appears as a single bright spot in both bacteria, the plasma mem-
brane is building up in both bacteria. The stiffness of the material spanning the septum appears stiffer. 
204 min: Both bacteria divided. 

To follow intracellular processes such as the septation and link it to the morphological changes 
on the surface we conducted combined AFM and fluorescence microscopy experiments using 
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the same setup as reported earlier.(60) The formation of the pre-separation furrow is reminis-
cent of the formation of the FtsZ ring as they both appear long before the separation at the fu-
ture division site. FtsZ is a protein that polymerizes into a ring-like structure at midcell.(61) It is 
believed to be one of the earliest events in defining the position of division site placement and 
the constriction of the FtsZ ring is believed to be essential for division. To test how FtsZ dynamics 
temporally and spatially correlate with the appearance of the pre-separation furrow we used a 
bacterial strain expressing an FtsZ-GFP fusion protein described earlier.(62) To follow the for-
mation of the septum at the same time the bacteria were stained with the plasma membrane 
stain FM4-64. Correlated fluorescence and AFM imaging results showing FtsZ-GFP, the plasma 
membrane, and AFM data over the course of the cell cycle are summarized in Figure 4.2. Two 
sibling bacteria of which the bottom one (bacterium 2) is slightly ahead in its cell cycle of the 
upper one (bacterium 1) are shown. The pre-separation furrow of bacterium 2 appears in the 
error channel after 68 minutes while for bacterium 1 it has not appeared yet. Interestingly, FtsZ-
GFP seems to be coalesced in one bright spot in the bacterium with the pre-separation furrow, 
while bacterium 1 doesn’t manifest the pre-separation furrow yet and the FtsZ-GFP signal 
doesn’t appear centrically concentrated along the short axis and is less intense. This could mean 
that the FtsZ ring in bacterium 2 is constricted while in bacterium 1 it is still in the assembly pro-
cess. At the same time as the pre-separation furrow appears, the plasma membrane starts to 
invaginate at midcell (FM4-64 at 68 min) suggesting that the formation of the septum has start-
ed in bacterium 2, but not yet in bacterium 1. Later on the pre-separation furrow formed on 
bacterium 1 as well (129 minutes, Error channel) and the septa are developed further (FM4-64). 
At 204 min both bacteria divided and the same situation as at the beginning (0 min) presents 
itself with the FtsZ which is disassembled. This data suggests that the constriction of the FtsZ ring 
and the formation of the septum at midcell come in close succession or even at the same time. 
The onset of these events is as well the time when the pre-separation furrow appears. Besides 
imaging the surface the AFM is capable of probing materials’ properties. Recently developed 
force distance curve based AFM modes can measure the sample stiffness with nanometer reso-
lution. The bottom line in Figure 4.2 shows the stiffness channel of the AFM measurement of the 
cell envelop. Interestingly, we observed an increased stiffness at the septum (129 minutes) be-
fore the separation of the cells. To probe the stiffness at the septum more precisely we meas-
ured the bacterium at a slightly elevated force (~5 nN). Between the formation of the pre-
separation furrow and the separation the stiffness at the septum increased steadily. (Figure 
4.3a) By constantly scanning across the septum as the cell is dividing we found that the stiffness 
at the septum increases gradually at the beginning (of up to more than 3-fold the bulk value) and 
eventually reaches a plateau after about 15 - 20 minutes (Figure 4.3b). Typically just before the 
separation the stiffness decreases very slightly. The fact that the stiffness at the septum increas-
es as the cell proceeds in its cell cycle combined with the observation that broken cell envelops 
shift apart from each other once the sibling cells separate indicate that the apparent stiffness is 
a result of increased tensile stress in the cell wall at the septum. Once the tensile stress in the 
region of the pre-separation furrow is higher than the ultimate tensile strength of the cell wall 
material, the sibling bacteria separate. If this is the case it should be possible to induce a prema-
ture separation of sibling cells by either introducing structural damage or additional mechanical 
load at the septum, thereby increasing the tensile stress. This should result in a physical separa-
tion all around the circumference of the cell and not only where the damage has been intro-
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duced and the new poles should be exposed. We used the AFM tip to specifically apply mechani-
cal load on top of the bacterium at the position of the pre-separation furrow. The average time 
from the formation of the pre-separation furrow to cell separation was about 70 minutes. Figure 
4.4 shows sequences where the division at the septum was induced 25 minutes (a) or 15 
minutes (b) after the appearance of the pre-separation furrow, respectively. Before the separa-
tion was induced an increased stiffness could already be measured at the septum (Figure 4.4a, 
23 min post-PCF). As additional mechanical load was imposed by the AFM tip at the septum (FD 
curve) the bacterial separation was induced. The scar where the break happened is clearly visible 
(30 min post-PCF). The bacteria physically separated and even reoriented, suggesting that they 
are not connected anymore internally (35 min post-PCF). In the sequence below (Figure 4.4b) 
the division has been induced already 15 minutes after the pre-separation furrow appeared. The 
stiffness at the septum (9 min post-PCF) has not yet increased as much as in Figure 4.4a (23 min 
post-PCF). Applying mechanical load (FD curve) on the septum introduced a local damage to the 
cell envelop rather than a break of the material all along the pre-separation furrow (18 min post-
PCF). This could suggest that the new poles have not yet been developed entirely and the sep-
tum was still forming. Moreover, the bulk stiffness of the bacterium dropped entirely after some 
time (37 min pre-PCF vs. 36 min post-PCF), while the bacterium that has not been damaged 
(lower bacterium) kept its turgor pressure constant. This suggests that the damage introduced at 
the septum was leading to the loss of the turgor pressure and killed it, further strengthening the 
assumption that the new poles have not yet been entirely developed. This pressure drop on the 
other hand did not occur in the sequence shown in Figure 4.4a where the bacteria survived the 
induced division. These results show that just by adding mechanical load on the septum a prem-
ature separation of sibling cells can be induced. Bacteria only survive this prematurely induced 
separation if the new poles are already formed and cytokinesis is completed. 
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Figure 4.3 Apparent stiffness increases as the cell cycle proceeds. a) The stiffness of the cell envelop span-
ning across the septum increases after the pre-separation furrow is observed as the cell cycle progresses. 
b) Constant measurement of the stiffness across the septum shows an initial steady increase in stiffness 
till a certain plateau is reached. Typically, just before the division snap occurs the stiffness decreases 
slightly.  

The sibling cell separation is dependent on the ultimate tensile strength and the tensile stress 
imposed on the material. Once the stress is higher than the strength the bacteria separate with-
in milliseconds. The tensile stress is building up as the septum is forming and still increases after 
cytokinesis. The fact that the stiffness typically decreases just slightly before the separation 
(Figure 4.4b) could mean that hydrolytic enzymes acting on the peptidoglycan connection be-
tween the sibling cells are responsible for the weakening of the cell envelop at the septum. This 
would decrease the ultimate tensile strength, which we measure as a decrease in the apparent 
stiffness. It has been shown that if hydrolytic enzymes are lacking at the septum due to a genetic 
modification the bacteria do not separate.(49) This suggests that the maximal tensile stress that 
can naturally be built up is not enough to induce a separation on its own. The weakening of the 
peptidoglycan layer specifically at the septum is necessary. This could be a mechanism that helps 
the cell to prevent premature separations as tensile stress is built up. M.smegmatis did not man-
ifest remarkable structural defects at the septum which for S.aureus seemed possible trigger 
points for a mechanical crack to propagate.(48) It is much more likely for M.smegmatis that the 
material connecting the two daughter cells is being hydrolysed from the inside out without de-
fects being presented on the surface of the cell envelop. 
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Figure 4.4 Induced division by mechanical point load on septum. a) The bacterium started septation and 
increased stiffness is observed at the septum (18 min post-PSF). 23 min post-PSF: Zooming-in to septum to 
induce division by applying force with cantilever. 25 minutes after the appearance of the pre-separation 
furrow bacterial division was induced. (FD-curve) 30 min post-PSF: The bacteria divided induced by the 
AFM. 35 min post-PSF: Both bacteria survive and keep their internal turgor pressure. b) The bacterium is 
growing the turgor pressure is normal (37 min pre-PSF). 9 min post-PSF: 9 minutes after the pre-
separation furrow appeared, the stiffness is only slightly increased at the place of the septum. 15 minutes 
after the appearance of the pre-separation furrow bacterial division was induced. (FD-curve). 18 min post-
PSF: The layer connecting the two future daughter cells was punched at the developing septum by the 
AFM. 36 min post-PSF: The bacterium where division was induced did not survive and appears much less 
stiff, while the bacterium where no AFM force was applied (below) is still living. 

From TEM images we know that the peptidoglycan layer branches off at midcell and forms a 
septum before separation of the sibling cells.(56) Additionally, fluorescent studies showed that 
different proteins important for synthesizing the different cell envelop layers localize to the sep-
tum before separation. For example Wag31, which is an essential protein that plays a key role in 
localized peptidoglycan synthesis in mycobacteria.(63) Moreover, studies showed that nascent 
peptidoglycan labelling fluorescent vancomycin strongly colocalized with Wag31 localization.(63, 
64) Therefore, it is conceivable that new peptidoglycan is already synthesized once the new 
poles are formed but the sibling cells are still connected. Besides Wag31 it has been shown that 
the fatty acid synthase-II (FAS-II) core as well as the mycolic acid transporter MmpL3, a trans-
membrane RND-family transporter, are located at the septum prior to division. Mycolic acids, 
which constitute the major lipid component of the envelope and form the external mycomem-
brane, may be synthesized at the septum in order to be transported, probably by MmpL3, to the 
external mycomembrane. (65-67) Moreover, studies using fluorescent protein fusions showed 
that the terminal synthetic enzymes for peptidoglycan, arabinogalactan and mycolic acids colo-
calize at the septum and at a subpolar elongation zone.(68) All of this suggests that the new 
poles at the septum at the time of separation of daughter cells already contain all the layers of 
the cell envelop and elongation might even already start to some extent. However, since the 
physical space is limited at the septum freshly synthesized material is accumulating within the 
space of the two peptidoglycan walls before sibling cells separate. This will eventually lead to a 
pressure inside this confined space which would result in a tensile stress acting on the pepti-
doglycan connecting the two daughter cells. In AFM measurements this tensile stress shows up 
as increased stiffness. The increasing tensile stress coupled with the activity of hydrolases specif-
ic to the septum will eventually lead to a rupture of this physical connection and to the physical 
separation. 
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4.3 Methods 
Bacteria. Mycobacterium smegmatis mc2155 (wild-type) and derivative strains were 

grown in Middlebrook 7H9 liquid medium (Difco) supplemented with 0.5% albumin, 0.2% glu-
cose, 0.085% NaCl, 0.5% glycerol, and 0.05% Tween-80. Cultures were grown at 37°C to mid-
exponential phase (OD600 ~ 0.5). Aliquots were stored in 15% glycerol at -80°C and thawed at 
room temperature before use; individual aliquots were used once and discarded. 

FtsZ-GFP Reporter. The open reading frame (ORF) encoding M. smegmatis FtsZ was 
PCR-amplified using primers MsmftsZ-F (gctagcatgacccccccgcataactacctcg) and MsftsZ-R 
(ggactagttcctcctgatcctcctccacctgaaccaccaccacctgaaccaccaccacctgaaccaccggtgtgccgcatgaagggcg) 
with genomic DNA as the template. The underlined sequence in primer MsmftsZ-R represents 
the linker sequence encoding four repeats of Gly-Gly-Ser-Gly-Gly. The amplicon was ligated into 
vector pCR2.1 (Invitrogen) and verified by DNA sequencing, then excised as an NheI-SpeI frag-
ment and ligated into the unique NheI site in the attB-integrating vector pND250 (gift from N. 
Dhar), which encodes a hygromycin resistance marker. The resulting plasmid (pND275) express-
es ftsZ-gfp (in-frame fusion) from a strong anhydrotetracycline (ATc)-inducible promoter. 
pND275 was electroporated into M. smegmatis and transformants were selected by plating on 
solid medium containing hygromycin. 

Bacteria deposition. Coverslips were prepared by mixing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) at a ratio of 15:1 (elastomer : curing agent). Air bubbles in the mix-
ture were removed under negative pressure for 15 minutes. The PDMS mixture was dropped 
onto a 22 mm diameter glass coverslip (VWR) and spin-coated at 8,000 rpm (SUSS MicroTec Lab-
Spin6) (69) for 30 seconds. PDMS-coated coverslips were baked at 80°C for 10 minutes before 
use. Bacteria grown to logarithmic phase were directly transferred onto the coverslip mounted 
in a home-built coverslip heater with integrated heating. After 15-30 minutes, non-adherent 
bacteria were removed by extensive washing with 7H9 medium.  

Correlated Fluorescence and Atomic Force Microscopy. Correlated fluorescence and 
AFM images were acquired on the system described previously (60). Briefly, fluorescence images 
were acquired with an EMCCD iXon Ultra 888 camera (Andor) mounted on an IX73 inverted opti-
cal microscope (Olympus) equipped with an RMS100x-PFO oil immersion objective (Olympus). 
Illumination was provided by an MLC monolithic laser combiner (Agilent) using the 488 nm laser 
coupled to an optical fiber at 5 mW output power with appropriate optical filters. For combined 
FM4-64/FtsZ-GFP imaging the emission light was separated from the illumination light using the 
EGFP excitation filter (F39-483, AHF Analysetechnik, Germany) and dichroic (F38-495, AHF 
Analysetechnik, Germany). An optical system (DV2, Photometrics) equipped with a dichroic mir-
ror (T565lpxr, Chroma Technology) was placed between the EMCCD camera and the microscope 
frame to split the red and green emission light each on one half of the EMCCD chip. Additionally 
an EGFP emission filter (F37-528, AHF Analysetechnik, Germany) or a TxRed emission filter (F37-
624, AHF Analysetechnik, Germany) was placed into the light path. The AFM was mounted on 
top of the inverted microscope and images were acquired with a Dimension FastScan head 
(Bruker) using ScanAsyst fluid cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of 0.7 N m-1 in 
peak force tapping mode at a setpoint < 2 nN and typical scan rates of 0.5 Hz. The samples were 
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maintained at 37°C in 7H9 liquid medium heated by a custom-made coverslip heating holder 
controlled by a TC2-80-150 temperature controller (Bioscience Tools). The concentration of 
FM4-64 in the medium was at 0.2 μg/ml. 

Image and data processing. AFM images were processed with standard scanning 
probe image processing software (Gwyddion or Nanoscope Analysis). Time-resolved stiffness 
increase was recorded by constantly scanning the same line across the septum at 5 nN peak 
force septoint. Of each line, the maximal value was determined using Matlab. 
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 Inherited cell-surface wave-
troughs mark future division sites in my-
cobacteria 
This is a verbatim copy of a manuscript that will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. Haig 
Eskandarian, Pascal D. Odermatt, Joëlle Ven, Adrian P. Nievergelt, Neeraj Dhar, John D. McKin-
ney, Georg E. Fantner. Inherited cell-surface wave-troughs mark future division sites in mycobac-
teria. 

My contribution to the project was taking the data of the correlated fluorescence microscopy and 
AFM and analysis thereof (Figure 5.3, supplementary figures, and supplementary movies). 

5.1 Abstract 
Cell division is tightly controlled in space and time in order to maintain cell size and 

ploidy within narrow bounds. In bacteria, the canonical Minicell (Min) and nucleoid occlusion 
(Noc) systems together ensure that division is restricted to midcell after completion of chromo-
some segregation (70). It is unknown how division site selection is controlled in bacteria that lack 
the Min and Noc systems, including mycobacteria responsible for tuberculosis and other chronic 
infections (54). Here, we use correlated optical and atomic force microscopy (60, 71) to demon-
strate that morphological landmarks (waveform troughs) on the undulating surface of mycobac-
terial cells correspond to future sites of FtsZ contractile ring formation and cell division. New-
born cells inherit wave-troughs from the (grand)mother cell and ultimately divide at the center-
most wave-trough, making these morphological features the earliest known landmark of future 
division sites. In cells lacking the chromosome partitioning (Par) system, missegregation of 
chromosomes is accompanied by asymmetric cell division at off-center wave-troughs, resulting 
in the formation of anucleate cells. These results demonstrate that inherited morphological 
landmarks and chromosome positioning together restrict mycobacterial division to the midcell 
position. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 
We used time-lapse atomic force microscopy (AFM) (71, 72) to track cell growth and 

division in Mycobacterium smegmatis, a non-pathogenic relative of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Figure 5.1A; Supporting Figure 5.2). Unexpectedly, we found that the cell surface undulates in a 
periodic fashion along the long axis (Figure 5.1B & C) with an average wavelength of ~ 1.8 m 
(Supporting Figure 5.3). These morphological features are too small (~ 100 nm from wave-crest 
to wave-trough) to resolve by conventional optical microscopy. The number of waves increases 
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with increasing cell length while the wavelength remains relatively constant, revealed by induc-
ing cells to grow as elongated filaments with ciprofloxacin (Figure 5.1E). Conversely, blocking cell 
elongation with isoniazid inhibits the formation of new wave-troughs (Supporting Figure 5.4). In 
time-lapse series, we found that centrally located wave-troughs correspond to future sites of cell 
division (Figure 5.1C & D). Remarkably, wave-troughs that mark future division sites are already 
present at birth; they form near the cell poles in the mother, grandmother, or great-
grandmother cell and are passed on to the daughter cells at division (Figure 5.2A). On average, 
division at a wave-trough occurs 1.5 generations after the trough is first established (Figure 
5.2B), which corresponds to 250 minutes for cells growing with an average interdivision time of 
190 minutes (Figure 5.2C). As wave-troughs age, they gradually shift position towards the cell 
center, presumably because mycobacteria grow exclusively by sub-polar addition of new cell 
wall material (Figure 5.2A) (68). Inherited wave-troughs localize to positions near midcell ap-
proximately 150 minutes prior to cell separation. 

 

Figure 5.1 Mycobacterial cells divide at cell-surface wave-troughs. (A) Time series of top view 3D represen-
tation of AFM height images overlaid with AFM phase images for wild-type M. smegmatis cells.  Scale bar, 
4 μm. (B) Three-dimensional surface topology of live bacteria.  Yellow trace of the cell profile highlights 
the undulating mycobacterial surface morphology.  Scale bar, 1 μm. (C) Kymograph of the cell surface 
height of a representative cell from birth to division, showing that division occurs within a central wave-
trough. (D) Averaged surface height around the future site of cell separation (n = 270). White line depicts 
the average height within a range ± 1 μm in each direction of the separation site. The blue background 
depicts the variation (25th and 75th percentiles) in surface height. (E) Longitudinal height profile of a sin-
gle cell treated with ciprofloxacin, illustrating the formation of multiple wave-troughs (grey circles) in 
filamented cells. 
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We constructed a microscope that combines optical (fluorescence) and low-noise AFM-based 
imaging (60). Correlated AFM and fluorescence time-lapse imaging of single cells revealed a se-
quence of morphological and molecular events leading up to cell division. Formation of the FtsZ 
contractile ring at midcell is thought to be the earliest event in specification of the cell division 
site in rod-shaped bacteria(70, 73). However, in cells expressing FtsZ tagged with green fluores-
cent protein (GFP), we found that the FtsZ ring forms within a pre-existing wave-trough near 
midcell. In cells growing with an average interdivision time of 190 minutes, formation of the pre-
divisional wave-trough precedes formation of the FtsZ ring by 120 minutes, on average. 

Formation of the FtsZ-GFP ring near midcell (Figure 5.3A) is followed about 30 minutes later by 
appearance of a co-localized “pre-separation furrow” (~ 50 nm wide and ~ 10 nm deep) in the 
AFM image, a distinctive topological feature that is too small to detect by optical microscopy 
(Figure 5.3A, black arrows). This feature might correspond to the previously reported “cell wall 
contractile ring” in Mycobacterium sp. JLS, although the latter was described as a cell-surface 
protrusion rather than an indentation (74). The pre-separation furrow appears prior to the early 
stages of pre-division septum formation, which we visualized by staining the cell membrane with 
the fluorescent dye FM4-64 (Figure 5.3B; Supporting Figure 5.5). These events precede cytokine-
sis by ~ 20 minutes in cells expressing the cytokinetic marker Wag31-GFP (Figure 5.3C). Cytoki-
nesis is followed by a lag period (~ 40 minutes) before physical separation of the sibling cells, 
signaled by an abrupt deepening (~ 100 nm in depth) of the pre-separation furrow (Figure 5.3). 

Taken together, these observations suggest a sequence in which the earliest event in cell division 
is formation of a pre-divisional wave-trough in the mother, grandmother, or great-grandmother 
cell, which is inherited by the daughter cell at birth. All subsequent events take place in the 
daughter cell: FtsZ ring formation within the center-most wave-trough, formation of a shallow 
pre-separation furrow, initiation of septum formation, cytokinesis, and separation of sibling cells 
(Figure 5.3D). 
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Figure 5.2 Wave-troughs are inherited from the (grand)mother cell. (A) Kymograph of the cell height of 
one cell lineage over three consecutive generations (bottom to top).  A wave-trough formed in the grand-
mother cell (arrow) becomes the division site in the mother cell. Similarly, a wave-trough formed in the 
mother cell (arrow) becomes the division site in the daughter cell. (B) Distribution of generations from 
wave-trough formation to cell separation. The wave-trough wherein division occurs in the daughter cell 
(generation 0) is usually formed in the mother cell (generation 1), grandmother cell (generation 2), or 
great-grandmother cell (generation 3). (C) Distribution of time intervals from wave-trough formation to 
cell separation. 

 

Most mycobacterial cells exhibit multiple wave-crests and wave-troughs at the time of division, 
yet only the center-most wave-trough is selected as the division site. We asked whether off-
center wave-troughs could function as alternative sites of cell division in cells lacking the ParB 
chromosome-partitioning protein. Consistent with recent studies (75, 76), we found that parB 
cells frequently undergo highly asymmetric cell divisions (Figure 5.4A). We found that the posi-
tions of these asymmetric cell divisions are not random along the long axis of the dividing cell; 
rather, they occur within off-center wave-troughs (Figure 5.4B & C; Supporting Figure 5.7). Divi-
sions occurring at off-center wave-troughs are skewed towards the old or new cell pole (15% or 
25%, respectively), with the remainder of divisions (60%) occurring at the center-most wave-
trough. The average generational time interval between wave-trough formation and separation 
is reduced for parB cells compared to wild-type cells due to division at off-center wave-troughs, 
which are younger in most cases than the inherited central wave-troughs (Supporting Figure 
5.6). 

Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy revealed that central divisions in parB cells are associated 
with normal chromosome partitioning (Figure 5.4D). We have never observed divisions occurring 
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at a local DNA maximum along the cell length. Taken together with the observation that off-
center divisions of parB cells occur within off-center wave-troughs (see above), these results 
suggest that chromosomes might play an inhibitory role in determining which wave-trough is 
selected as the division site. We tested this idea by correlated fluorescence and atomic force 
imaging of cells treated with the DNA gyrase inhibitor, ciprofloxacin, which causes cells to form 
elongated filaments with multiple wave-troughs (Figure 5.4E, 1st time point). We found that 
when a pre-separation furrow appears in a ciprofloxacin-blocked cell, it corresponds spatially to 
a local DNA minimum along the cell length (Figure 5.4E, 2nd time point, arrows). 

 

Figure 5.3 Sequence of events from cell birth to cell division. Cells were imaged by correlated AFM (upper 
and middle panels) and fluorescence microscopy (bottom panels). Upper panels depict 3D representation 
of AFM topography images. Middle panels depict AFM peak force error, which highlights the appearance 
of the pre-separation furrow (black arrows) and separation (white arrows). Numbers indicate time elapsed 
(hours:minutes) since birth. (A) Cells expressing FtsZ-GFP.  The FtsZ ring co-localizes with the pre-
separation furrow. (B) Cells with FM4-64-stained plasma membrane.  Septum invagination co-localizes 
with the pre-separation furrow. (C) Cells expressing the cytokinesis marker Wag31-GFP. Cytokinesis is 
completed prior to cell separation. (D) Schematic of the sequence of events culminating in cell division. At 
birth, Wag31-GFP (dark green) localizes exclusively at the cell poles (1). FtsZ-GFP (light green) forms a 
circumferential ring within the central wave-trough (2-3). A pre-separation furrow then appears (indenta-
tion in the outer grey layer of the cell surface) and co-localizes with the FtsZ ring (3). Septum formation 
then proceeds and culminates in cytokinesis, which is marked by the appearance of a Wag31-GFP ring that 
co-localizes with the pre-separation furrow (4). Cell separation results in physical separation of the new-
born sibling cells (5). 

Previous studies using AFM (74, 77, 78), electron cryotomography (79, 80), or scanning electron 
microscopy (52) identified a variety of bacterial surface features associated with initiation or 
completion of cell division. To the best of our knowledge, inherited morphological features asso-
ciated with division site selection have not been identified until now. Although the well charac-
terized Min and Noc systems serve as negative regulators of FtsZ ring formation in evolutionarily 
divergent bacteria, emerging evidence suggests that these systems might not be responsible for 
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initial specification of the division site per se(70). Rather, these mechanisms function at later 
steps to help ensure that the FtsZ ring forms only at an appropriate place (distant from the cell 
poles and membrane-tethered DNA) and at the correct time relative to nucleoid segregation. 
What, then, are the mechanisms responsible for specifying the future division site? A recent 
study in Streptococcus pneumoniae demonstrated that the MapZ protein localizes as a circum-
ferential band at midcell prior to assembly of the FtsZ ring, suggesting that it might play a role in 
division site selection (81). However, most bacteria, including mycobacteria, do not encode a 
MapZ homolog. 

We observed that FtsZ ring formation, the earliest known event in division-site selection in rod-
shaped bacteria, occurs within pre-existing wave-troughs on the undulating surface of mycobac-
terial cells. These wave-troughs correspond to local maxima of negative curvature along the 
cell’s short axis and positive curvature along the cell’s long axis. Localization of FtsZ rings to 
wave-troughs rather than wave-crests could act by reducing the mismatch between the negative 
curvature along the cell’s short axis and the intrinsic curvature of FtsZ protofilaments (82). This 
mechanism would be analogous to the energetically favorable localization of cardiolipin patches 
at negatively curved polar regions of the cell (83). Molecules that preferentially localize to nega-
tively or positively curved membranes might also direct recruitment of FtsZ to wave-troughs. In 
E. coli, several proteins localize to the negatively curved cell poles due to their intrinsic affinity 
for cardiolipin (84). In sporulating B. subtilis cells, preferential affinity for positively curved mem-
branes directs the sporulation-specific protein SpoVM to the outer (convex) face of the develop-
ing forespore (85). Although mycobacteria do not encode SpoVM homologs, other proteins that 
target positively curved membranes could serve as beacons for FtsZ ring assembly at wave-
troughs. 

Although mycobacterial cell-surface wave-troughs serve as preferred sites for cell division, 
chromosomes also seem to play a negative regulatory role in division site positioning. Unlike 
wild-type cells, which always divide within a center-most wave-trough, mutant strains with de-
fects in chromosome partitioning sometimes divide asymmetrically at an off-center wave-
trough, but only when unpartitioned chromosomes are retained in the distal cell half. These 
observations suggest that mycobacteria might possess a mechanism analogous (but not homol-
ogous) to the Noc system to prevent cell division from occurring over unsegregated chromo-
somes. Like Noc, this mechanism might serve as a “failsafe” when chromosome replication or 
partitioning is severely impaired (86) (as in ParB-deficient cells) and may play little or no role in 
cells undergoing normal growth and division. Indeed, in wild-type mycobacteria nascent septa 
have been observed to form over chromosomes that are still in the process of segregating (87), 
which might be related to the degree of nucleoid compaction in these cells, as assembly of FtsZ 
rings over chromosomes has been observed in E. coli cells with diffuse nucleoids (88). Taken 
together, our observations suggest a bipartite model of division site selection, in which cell-
surface wave-troughs are “licensed” sites for cell division and properly segregated chromosomes 
suppress division at off-center wave-troughs. 
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Figure 5.4 Asymmetric divisions occur at off-center wave-troughs. (A) Distribution of division site selection 
in wild-type cells (black histogram) and ∆parB cells (blue histogram). (B) Kymograph of cell height of a 
representative parB cell from birth to division, showing asymmetric division within an off-center wave-
trough. (C) Averaged surface height around future sites of off-center divisions (n = 27).  White line depicts 
the average height within a range ± 1 μm in each direction of the separation site. Blue background depicts 
the variation (25th and 75th percentiles) in surface height. (D) Representative graphs depicting the distribu-
tion of DNA along the cell length of ∆parB cells at 30, 15, and 0 minutes prior to cytokinesis.  Top: an ex-
ample of symmetric nucleoid partitioning.  Bottom: an example of asymmetric nucleoid partitioning lead-
ing to the formation of an anucleate new-pole daughter cell.  Dashed lines correspond to future division 
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sites, which often correspond to local minima of chromosomal DNA. (E) AFM (upper) and fluorescence 
(middle) images of a representative wild-type cell before (-60 and -30 minutes) and after (+15 minutes) 
release from a ciprofloxacin block.  Longitudinal height profiles (black lines) stacked atop DNA profiles 
(green plots) of the same cell show that the future division site (arrows) occurs at a local DNA minimum 
within a wave-trough (grey circle). 

 

5.3 Methods 
Bacteria. Mycobacterium smegmatis mc2155 (wild-type) and derivative strains were 

grown in Middlebrook 7H9 liquid medium (Difco) supplemented with 0.5% albumin, 0.2% glu-
cose, 0.085% NaCl, 0.5% glycerol, and 0.05% Tween-80. Cultures were grown at 37°C to mid-
exponential phase (OD600 ~ 0.5). Aliquots were stored in 15% glycerol at -80°C and thawed at 
room temperature before use; individual aliquots were used once and discarded. The parB 
strain with an unmarked in-frame deletion of the parB gene was described previously (76). The 
attB-integrating plasmid expressing a Wag31-GFP fusion protein was described previously (54). 

FtsZ-GFP Reporter. The open reading frame (ORF) encoding M. smegmatis FtsZ was 
PCR-amplified using primers MsmftsZ-F (gctagcatgacccccccgcataactacctcg) and MsftsZ-R 
(ggactagttcctcctgatcctcctccacctgaaccaccaccacctgaaccaccaccacctgaaccaccggtgtgccgcatgaagggcg) 
with genomic DNA as the template. The underlined sequence in primer MsmftsZ-R represents 
the linker sequence encoding four repeats of Gly-Gly-Ser-Gly-Gly. The amplicon was ligated into 
vector pCR2.1 (Invitrogen) and verified by DNA sequencing, then excised as an NheI-SpeI frag-
ment and ligated into the unique NheI site in the attB-integrating vector pND250 (gift from N. 
Dhar), which encodes a hygromycin resistance marker. The resulting plasmid (pND275) express-
es ftsZ-gfp (in-frame fusion) from a strong anhydrotetracycline (ATc)-inducible promoter. 
pND275 was electroporated into M. smegmatis and transformants were selected by plating on 
solid medium containing hygromycin. 

Microscopy. For time-lapse fluorescence microscopy, bacteria were grown to mid-
exponential phase (OD600 ~0.5) in 7H9 liquid medium, collected by centrifugation (2400 g, 5 
minutes), concentrated 30-fold in fresh 7H9 medium (37°C), and passed through a 5 μm pore-
size polyvinylidene difluoride syringe filter (Millipore) to remove clumps. The declumped bacte-
ria were spread on a glass coverslip, covered with a semipermeable membrane, and cultured in a 
custom-made microfluidic device with a continuous flow of 7H9 medium at 37°C (flow rate, 25 μl 
min-1), as described (89). Nucleoid staining of the strain, WT mc2155 expressing Wag31-GFP, was 
accomplished by adding SYTO 17 (red, 5 μM) to the flow medium. Bacteria were imaged at 15-
minute intervals with a DeltaVision personal DV microscope (Applied Precision) equipped with a 
100X oil-immersion objective and an environmental chamber maintained at 37°C (54). Images 
were recorded on phase-contrast and fluorescence channels (475/28-nm excitation filter and 
525/48-nm emission filter for FITC; 575/25-nm excitation filter and 632/22-nm emission filter for 
SYTO17) with a CoolSnap HQ2 camera. 

Atomic Force Microscopy. Coverslips were prepared by mixing polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) at a ratio of 15:1 (elastomer : curing agent). Air bubbles in 
the mixture were removed under negative pressure for 15 minutes. The PDMS mixture was 
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dropped onto a 22 mm glass coverslip (VWR) and spin-coated at 8,000 rpm (SUSS MicroTec Lab-
Spin6) (69) for 30 seconds. PDMS-coated coverslips were baked at 80°C for 10 minutes before 
use. A 3-ml aliquot of mid-exponential phase cell culture was filtered through a 0.5 mm pore size 
PVDF filter (Millipore) to remove cell clumps and concentrated into 200 ml final volume by pel-
leting cells (2,400 g, 8 minutes). A 50-μl aliquot was deposited on the hydrophobic surface of a 
PDMS-coated coverslip and incubated for 20 minutes to increase the non-specific surface inter-
actions between bacteria and coverslip. A constant flow (140 μl min-1) of Middlebrook 7H9 me-
dium was supplied by a syringe pump. Where indicated, isoniazid (Sigma) was added to the flow 
medium at 5 μg ml-1 (1X MIC) or 50 μg ml-1 (10X MIC). The flow medium was preheated in a cus-
tom-made chimney that served as a bubble trap and heating element for maintaining fluid at 
37°C in the sample space. Bacteria were imaged by Peak Force QNM with a Nanoscope 5 con-
troller (Veeco Metrology) at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz and a maximum Z-range of 5 μm. A ScanAsyst 
fluid cantilever (Bruker) was employed. Continuous scanning provides snapshots at 10-minute 
intervals. Height, peak force error, adhesion, dissipation, deformation, DMT modulus, and log 
DMT modulus were recorded for all scanned images. Images were processed using a custom-
made Matlab program (90) or Gwyddion (Dept. Nanometrology, Czech Metrology Institute). 
ImageJ was used for extracting bacterial cell profiles in tabular form. Matlab scripts were devel-
oped for automating the analysis of experimental data sets and generating graphical representa-
tions of data. 

Correlated Fluorescence and Atomic Force Microscopy. Correlated fluorescence and 
AFM images were acquired as described (60). Briefly, fluorescence images were acquired with an 
EMCCD iXon Ultra 897 camera (Andor) mounted on an IX71 inverted optical microscope (Olym-
pus) equipped with an UAPON100XOTIRF 100X oil immersion objective (Olympus) with the 2X 
magnifier in place. Illumination was provided by an MLC monolithic laser combiner (Agilent) 
using the 488 nm or 561 nm laser output coupled to an optical fiber with appropriate filter sets: 
F36-526 for GFP and F72-866 for FM4-64 (AHF Analysetechnik, Germany). For membrane stain-
ing 0.2 μg ml-1 FM4-64 (Life Technologies) was used. The AFM was mounted on top of the in-
verted microscope and images were acquired with a Dimension Icon scan head (Bruker) using 
ScanAsyst fluid cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of 0.7 N m-1 in peak force 
tapping mode at a setpoint < 2 nN and typical scan rates of 0.5 Hz. The samples were maintained 
at 37°C in 7H9 liquid medium heated by a custom-made coverslip heating holder controlled by a 
TC2-80-150 temperature controller (Bioscience Tools). 

Cell Measurements. Cell length was measured as the sum of short linear segments 
tracking along the centerline of individual cells. Cell lengths at birth (Lb) and division (Ld) were 
defined as distances between cell ends. Interdivision time (It) was defined as the time between 
birth and division. Elongation velocity averaged over the lifetime of the cell was defined as (Ld – 
Lb)/It. Elongation rate averaged over the lifetime of the cell was defined as (Ld/Lb)/It. Elongation 
rate averaged over a specific time interval was defined as (Ln/Li)/(tn - ti), where Li is the initial cell 
length at time ti, and Ln is the cell length at a later time tn. Cell volume was calculated as the sum 
of the cylindrical volume of each incremental pixel along the midline of the cell using the height 
as the diameter. Volume at birth (Vb) and division (Vd) were defined for each cell. Velocity of 
volume change averaged over the lifetime of the cell was defined as (Vd - Vb)/It. Rate of volume 
change averaged over the lifetime of the cell was defined as (Vd/Vb)/ It. Rate of volume change 
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averaged over a specific time interval was defined as (Vn/Vi)/(tn - ti), where Vi is the initial cell 
length at time ti and Vn is the cell length at a later time tn. Cell profiles were traced along the 
highest point in the lateral axis, following the length of the cell (ridgeline). 

5.4 Supporting Information 

 

Supporting Figure 5.1 Time series of AFM height images. Time series of AFM height images for wild-type 
M. smegmatis cells corresponding to Figure 5.1A. Scale bar, 5 μm. 
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Supporting Figure 5.2 Single-cell growth dynamics. Cells were imaged by AFM at 12-minute intervals be-
fore and after addition of isoniazid (n = 270).  Lines indicate individual cells plotted from birth to division 
and colors indicate the generation for all cell lineages (A & B). (A) Cell length. (B) Cell volume. (C) Distribu-
tion of single-cell interdivision times for untreated cells. 
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Supporting Figure 5.3 Cell-surface waveform dimensions. Distribution of single-cell wavelengths (upper 
row) and amplitudes (lower row) between adjacent wave-troughs at birth (column 1) and separation (col-
umn 2) (n = 270 cells). 
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Supporting Figure 5.4 Division site selection in wild-type bacteria blocked in cell elongation. Kymograph 
representation of the cell surface height of single cells treated with INH (10X MIC) over three consecutive 
generations. Generational time progresses from bottom to top. 
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Supporting Figure 5.5 Sequence of events culminating in cell division. Cells expressing FtsZ-GFP (green) 
were stained with the membrane dye FM4-64 (red) to determine the timing between appearance of the Z-
ring at the future division site and onset of septum formation.  Cells were imaged at 15-minute intervals 
by correlated fluorescence and atomic force microscopy.  Plots show longitudinal height profiles (black 
lines) and fluorescence intensity profiles (green and red lines) of a representative cell.  Numbers in the 
upper left corner of each graph indicate the time point (t) between birth (at t = 0 min) and separation (at t 
= 307 min).  AFU, arbitrary fluorescence units. 
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Supporting Figure 5.6 Wave-trough age in ΔparB cells. Distributions of (A) time intervals or (B) generation 
times from wave-trough formation to cell separation in ΔparB cells. 
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Supporting Figure 5.7 Profile traces of ΔparB cells. Longitudinal height profiles of ΔparB cells approximate-
ly 15 minutes prior to separation (A) or at first appearance of the pre-separation furrow (B).  Grey circles 
highlight separation sites along the height profile of individual cells. 
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Supporting Figure 5.8 DNA distribution in ΔparB cells producing one anucleate daughter. Graphical repre-
sentations of the average DNA distribution in dividing cells producing one anucleate daughter and one 
nucleate daughter, showing the position at which cells divide along the cell length. (Column 1) Asymmetri-
cally dividing cells (n = 3) producing one nucleate new-pole daughter and one anucleate old-pole daugh-
ter. (Column 2) Centrally dividing cells (n = 5) producing one nucleate old-pole daughter and one anucleate 
new-pole daughter. (Column 3) Asymmetrically dividing cells (n = 7) producing one nucleate old-pole 
daughter and one anucleate new-pole daughter. Graphs represent the DNA distribution at the time of 
cytokinesis (cytoplasmic compartmentalization), as well as 15, 30, and 45 minutes prior.  The dashed verti-
cal line denotes the mean site of cell division.  Black lines represent the average level of DNA occupancy.  
Colored background represents the 25-75 percentiles in the variability of DNA occupancy.  Chromosomal 
DNA was stained with SYTO 17. 
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 Chronic inflammation impos-
es aberrant cell fate in regenerating epi-
thelia through mechanotransduction 
This is a verbatim copy of an article that has been published in a peer reviewed journal: Craig S. 
Nowell, Pascal D. Odermatt, Luca Azzolin, Sylke Hohnel, Erwin F. Wagner, Georg E. Fantner, Mat-
thias P. Lutolf, Yann Barrandon, Stefano Piccolo and Freddy Radtke. Chronic inflammation impos-
es aberrant cell fate in regenerating epithelia through mechanotransduction. Nature Cell Biology, 
2015. 

My contribution to this project was the mechanical characterization of the tissue sections by AFM 
and the correlation with fluorescent microscopy, the analysis of the data as well as making that 
part of the figure (Figure 6.7). 

6.1 Abstract 
Chronic inflammation is associated with a variety of pathological conditions in epitheli-

al tissues, including cancer, metaplasia and aberrant wound healing. In relation to this, a signifi-
cant body of evidence suggests that aberration of epithelial stem and progenitor cell function is 
a contributing factor in inflammation-related disease, although the underlying cellular and mo-
lecular mechanisms remain to be fully elucidated. In this study, we have delineated the effect of 
chronic inflammation on epithelial stem/progenitor cells using the corneal epithelium as a model 
tissue. Using a combination of mouse genetics, pharmacological approaches and in vitro assays, 
we demonstrate that chronic inflammation elicits aberrant mechanotransduction in the regen-
erating corneal epithelium. As a consequence, a YAP–TAZ/β-catenin cascade is triggered, result-
ing in the induction of epidermal differentiation on the ocular surface. Collectively, the results of 
this study demonstrate that chronic inflammation and mechanotransduction are linked and act 
to elicit pathological responses in regenerating epithelia. 

6.2 Introduction 
Chronic inflammation is associated with a variety of pathologies in self-renewing epithelial tis-
sues, including impaired wound healing, metaplasia and cancer (91-93). Indeed, several studies 
have demonstrated that chronic inflammation is in fact a key driver of aberrant function in epi-
thelial cells (94-97), although the underlying mechanisms are only beginning to be elucidated. Of 
particular interest is how stem/progenitor cells in self-renewing epithelia are affected by expo-
sure to a chronic inflammatory environment, especially as aberrant stem cell function is associ-
ated with diseases linked to chronic inflammation (97-100). 
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Previous studies have shown that chronic inflammation can exert a direct effect on epithelial 
stem/progenitor cells by secreting soluble factors that regulate key signalling cascades control-
ling stem cell function (101-103). However, in addition to regulation by soluble factors such as 
cytokines and growth factors, stem cells are also regulated by a variety of other microenviron-
mental cues. In particular, the mechanical properties of tissues can profoundly influence cellular 
responses and can exert a dominant influence on their response to the milieu of extrinsic factors 
present in the tissue stroma/niche (104, 105). 

Mechanical cues, such as elasticity and topography, are heavily influenced by the deposition and 
organization of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins (106-109), which are secreted by stromal cell 
types such as tissue-resident fibroblasts (106, 109). Interestingly, a hallmark of many chronic 
inflammatory conditions is fibrosis, in which excessive ECM deposition occurs in response to 
persistent inflammation (110-112). This therefore raises the possibility that at least some of the 
effects of chronic inflammation may be a consequence of altered mechanical cues downstream 
of fibrosis. Thus, understanding the link between chronic inflammation and tissue mechanical 
properties may identify new therapeutic targets. 

The corneal epithelium (CE), which forms a protective barrier on the anterior ocular surface, is a 
clinically relevant example of a self-renewing epithelium in which chronic inflammation is closely 
associated with abnormal function. 

The CE is a stratified epithelium that resides on a relatively simple, avascular stroma and which is 
maintained during homeostasis and repair by corneal epithelial stem cells (113) (CESCs). At pre-
sent, the precise identity of CESCs is unknown as stem-cell-specific markers are lacking. Howev-
er, label-retaining experiments and functional assays indicate that they reside predominantly, 
although not exclusively, at the limbus, a junctional zone between the cornea and the conjuncti-
va (114, 115). Importantly, stem cells isolated from the limbus can be used clinically to reconsti-
tute the corneal epithelium following injury or disease, either by direct transplantation or by 
grafting in vitro-expanded cultures of limbal stem cells (116). 

Chronic inflammation has a profound effect on the function of CESCs, and is associated with 
poor outcome in limbal transplantation (117) and with conditions such as corneal squamous cell 
metaplasia (CSCM), in which the CE adopts a keratinizing, skin-like fate (118-120). 

We have previously shown that loss of Notch1 in the mouse CE promotes the development of 
CSCM specifically during repair (121). In this model CSCM is induced following remodelling of the 
underlying corneal stroma by the Notch1-deficient CE and is thus a consequence of changes in 
the surrounding microenvironment. Interestingly, in other stratified epithelial tissues, such as 
the skin, Notch signaling has been shown to negatively regulate inflammation (122, 123), raising 
the possibility that an aberrant inflammatory response during wound healing may play a role in 
promoting CSCM in Notch1 mutants. In this study, we have used Notch1 mutant mice as a 
means to investigate the significance of inflammation during CSCM induction and have specifi-
cally explored the link between inflammation and mechanotransduction in mediating cell fate 
alterations. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Chronic inflammation promotes CSCM 

To investigate the role of inflammation in CSCM, we used Notch1lox/lox :K5CreERT mice, in which 
tamoxifen-induced cre activity results in conditional deletion of Notch1 in the CE (121). Con-
sistent with our previous report, the unwounded Notch1-deficient (Notch1∆) cornea maintained 
corneal identity on the ocular surface, as indicated by the expression of the corneal-specific cy-
tokeratin 12 (K12), and exhibited a simple, relatively acellular stroma, and was thus indistin-
guishable from wild-type (WT) controls (Supporting Figure 6.1a). However, after repeated injury 
(Figure 6.1a), Notch1∆ mice developed corneal opacity and significant morphological changes at 
the histological level (Figure 6.1b). Specifically, the Notch1∆ corneal stroma was infiltrated with 
large numbers of polymorphonuclear neutrophils, indicative of an ongoing inflammatory re-
sponse, and exhibited CSCM, indicated by expression of the epidermal-specific cytokeratin 1 (K1; 
Figure 6.1b). In contrast, WT controls did not exhibit any overt signs of inflammation and re-
tained a K12+K1- corneal epithelium, although K12-K1+ cells were present at the limbus (Figure 
6.1b). Flow cytometric analysis confirmed that Notch1∆ corneas contained increased numbers of 
CD45+ leukocytes both during repair and at least 21 days after injury when wound closure had 
occurred (Figure 6.1c,d), with most infiltrating CD45+ cells exhibiting a CD11b+Gr1+ phenotype 
(Supporting Figure 6.1b,c), indicative of neutrophils. Furthermore, a variety of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines exhibited significant upregulation in the Notch1∆ CE compared with WT CE following 
injury (Figure 6.1e). Collectively, the above findings indicate that CSCM in Notch1∆ mice is closely 
associated with an augmented and chronic inflammatory response. 
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Figure 6.1 Corneal squamous cell metaplasia (CSCM) in Notch1∆ mice is associated with an augmented and 
chronic inflammatory response. (a) Schematic depiction of the experimental strategy. (b) Histology of WT 
(Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneal tissue after repeated injury (representative of 16 WT corneas and 20 
Notch1∆ corneas). Upper panels: haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining; lower panels: immunofluores-
cence for K12, K1 and CD45. Large panels are low-magnification tiled images. Insets on the upper left cor-
ner of the H&E images show gross phenotype on the ocular surface. Black (H&E) and white (immunofluo-
rescence) outlined insets show high-magnification images of the indicated regions. (c,d) Quantification of 
the proportion of CD45+ cells in WT and Notch1∆ corneas 24 h after a single injury (c) and 21 days after 
repeated corneal injury (d). Proportions were measured by performing flow cytometry on dissociated 
corneas (n=6 biological replicates for each genotype over three independent experiments; each replicate 
consists of cells pooled from 4 corneas isolated from 2 mice of each genotype). (e) QRT–PCR analysis for 
the indicated cytokines in WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneal epithelial cells 24 h after a single corneal 
injury. Data are expressed relative to the expression in WT unwounded corneal epithelial cells (n = 6 bio-
logical replicates for each genotype over three independent experiments; each replicate consists of corne-
al epithelial tissue pooled from 6 corneas isolated from 3 mice of each genotype). Scale bars represent 500 
μm on tiled images and 5 μm on all other histological images. Scale bars on images showing gross mor-
phology of corneas represent 1 mm. Black and white dotted lines indicate the boundary between the 
stroma and epithelium. St, stroma.*P <0.01, **P <0.05 (unpaired, two-tailed t-tests). Error bars represent 
standard deviation. 
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In light of this, we sought to establish whether chronic inflammation is both necessary and suffi-
cient to induce epidermal differentiation on the ocular surface. We therefore employed two 
approaches. First, we aimed to abrogate the inflammatory response in Notch1∆ mice to deter-
mine whether aberrant inflammation is essential for CSCM in this model. Second, we aimed to 
establish whether chronic inflammation is sufficient to induce CSCM in a Notch-independent 
setting. 

Regarding the former, we noted that many of the pro-inflammatory cytokines upregulated in the 
Notch1∆ CE are targets of the transcription factor AP-1. Furthermore, the Notch1∆ CE exhibited 
increased phosphorylation of the AP-1 family member cjun at Ser 73, indicative of activation 
(Supporting Figure 6.2a). We therefore reasoned that persistent AP-1 activation in the Notch1∆ 
CE contributes to the chronic inflammatory response in Notch1∆ mice, consistent with previous 
reports (124-126). We therefore generated Notch1lox/lox :cjun lox/lox :K5CreERT mice and simultane-
ously ablated Notch1 and cjun by tamoxifen treatment (Notch1∆:cjun∆). Following injury, 
Notch1∆:cjun∆ mice exhibited a significantly reduced inflammatory response compared with 
Notch1∆ mutants despite Notch1 ablation (Supporting Figure 6.2b-e) and strikingly retained a 
K12+K1- CE after repeated injury (Supporting Figure 6.2f-h), supporting the hypothesis that 
chronic inflammation is essential for the development of CSCM in Notch1∆ mice. 

An important caveat to the experiments using the Notch1∆:cjun∆ mice is that AP-1 regulates a 
variety of cellular functions in addition to inflammation, including differentiation (124, 127, 128), 
and thus an autonomous effect cannot be ruled out. Therefore, to definitively establish that 
inflammation is the key driver of CSCM in Notch1∆ mice, we administered a dexamethasone-
based anti-inflammatory gel (Tobradex) to the ocular surface during the repeated injury proce-
dure (Figure 6.2a). Strikingly, Notch1∆ mice treated with Tobradex exhibited a relatively normal 
corneal stroma and maintained a K12+K1- CE (Figure 6.2b), despite Notch1 ablation (Supporting 
Figure 6.2i), thus confirming that chronic inflammation is essential for CSCM in Notch1∆ mutants. 

To establish whether chronic inflammation is sufficient for the induction of CSCM in a Notch-
independent setting, we performed the repeated injury procedure on K14TSLPTg mice(129), 
which develop chronic inflammation in stratified epithelia due to the expression of the pro-
inflammatory cytokine TSLP ((130); Figure 6.2c). Strikingly, K14TSLPTg mice exhibited a near 
identical phenotype to Notch1∆ mutants (Figure 6.2d), confirming that chronic inflammation is 
indeed sufficient for the induction of CSCM. 
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Figure 6.2 Chronic inflammation is necessary and sufficient to induce CSCM. (a) Schematic depiction of the 
experimental strategy used to determine whether chronic inflammation is necessary for the induction of 
CSCM in Notch1∆ mice. (b) Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 on Notch1∆ corneas treated 
with ophthalmic gel (control) or the anti-inflammatory gel Tobradex. The images are representative of 6 
corneas per treatment over three independent experiments. Large panels are low magnification tiled 
images. Insets show high-magnification images of the indicated regions. (c) Schematic depiction of the 
experimental strategy used to determine whether chronic inflammation is sufficient to induce CSCM. (d) 
Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 on WT (non-transgenic littermates) and K14TSLPTg 
corneas after the procedure shown in c. The images are representative of 6 corneas per genotype over 
three independent experiments. Large panels are low-magnification tiled images. Insets show high-
magnification images of the indicated regions. Scale bars represent 500 μm on tiled images and 5 μm on 
all other images. White dotted lines indicate the boundary between the stroma and epithelium. St, stro-
ma. 

6.3.2 CSCM is induced in activated stem/progenitor cells located at the limbus and 
peripheral cornea 

We next sought to address the cellular and molecular mechanism by which chronic inflammation 
promotes aberrant cell fate and to this end used Notch1∆ mice as a model of inflammation-
associated CSCM. 
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Initially, we determined the spatial and temporal kinetics of CSCM development in Notch1∆ mice. 
Whole-mount immunofluorescence on CE isolated after each injury-repair cycle demonstrated 
that CSCM first became apparent after the second injury (Supporting Figure 6.3a). This was char-
acterized by the presence of K12-K1+ cells within the Notch1∆ CE, particularly at the peripheral 
cornea in close proximity to the limbus (Supporting Figure 6.3a). In contrast, WT CE remained 
K12+K1-, although K12-K1+ epidermal cells were present in the limbus to varying degrees 
(Supporting Figure 6.3a). 

We therefore chose to analyse the second injury-repair cycle at 0, 6 and 24 h after injury, to 
determine when and where CSCM is induced. In WT controls, K12+K1- cells predominated 
throughout the CE at each stage of repair, although K12-K1+ cells were present in the limbus 
(Figure 6.3a,b), consistent with the observations from whole-mount analysis (Supporting Figure 
6.3a). In contrast, Notch1∆ mice exhibited increasingly prominent areas of K12-K1+ cells extend-
ing from the limbus into the peripheral cornea as wound healing progressed (Figure 6.3a,b). In 
addition, the epithelium in the limbus and peripheral cornea of Notch1∆ mice was generally less 
stratified than in WT controls (Figure 6.3a). Consistent with the whole-mount analysis, no overt 
phenotypic differences were apparent between WT and Notch1∆ CE during the first injury-repair 
cycle (Supporting Figure 6.3b). 

The above findings indicate that CSCM in Notch1∆ mice is initially induced at the lim-
bus/peripheral cornea and subsequently migrates to the site of injury as wound closure pro-
ceeds. This is consistent with the model of corneal regeneration proposed in a previous study, 
which found that cells mediating wound healing are derived from stem/progenitors located in 
the limbus25. In support of this, we observed increased proliferative activity in the limbus and 
peripheral cornea following injury (Supporting Figure 6.3c,d), suggesting activation of 
stem/progenitor cells specifically within these regions. In addition, whole-mount immunofluo-
rescence on CE isolated after repeated injury revealed that metaplastic K12-K1+ regions in 
Notch1∆ CE remained continuous with the limbus/peripheral cornea, and thus conformed to the 
pattern expected if CSCM derived from this region (Figure 6.3c,d). 
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Figure 6.3 CSCM is induced in limbal and peripheral cells during repair. (a) Immunofluorescent staining for 
K12 and K1 in WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneas at 0, 6 and 24 h after a second corneal injury. The 
images are representative of 6 corneas per genotype over two independent experiments for each time 
point analysed. Large panels are low-magnification tiled images. Insets outlined in green, red and yellow 
show high-magnification images of the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea, respectively. (b) XY 
scatter plots showing K12 and K1 expression in the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea 24 h after 
a second corneal injury. Each data point represents mean fluorescence intensity measured from an indi-
vidual cornea. Grey squares, WT (Notch1lox/lox); black squares, Notch1∆ (n=6 corneas for each genotype 
over three independent experiments). (c) Model predicting the cellular origin of CSCM. Following injury to 
the central cornea, stem/progenitor cells in the peripheral cornea become activated and proliferate to 
generate daughter cells that mediate wound closure. In Notch1∆ mutants, chronic inflammation promotes 
epidermal differentiation of activated stem/progenitor cells or their immediate progeny. This model 
therefore predicts that all epidermal lineage cells in Notch1∆ corneas will be derived from peripheral 
stem/progenitor cells and therefore be continuous with the peripheral cornea. (d) Immunofluorescent 
staining for K12 and K1 on whole-mount corneal epithelial tissue from WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1∆ mice 
after repeated injury. The images are representative of 12 corneal whole-mounts per genotype over four 
independent experiments. Images shown are low magnification tiled images. Scale bars represent 500 μm 
on tiled images and 5 μm on all other images. 

6.3.3 Chronic inflammation induces CSCM through elevation of β-catenin signalling 
in the CE 

At the molecular level, aberrant Wnt/ β-catenin signalling has been linked to squamous cell met-
aplasia in a variety of epithelial tissues, including the cornea (131-133), and is therefore a good 
candidate for mediating CSCM in response to chronic inflammation. Consistent with this, the 
Notch1∆ CE exhibited increased expression of β-catenin following induction of CSCM by repeated 
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injury (Figure 6.4a). To determine whether increased β-catenin expression overlapped with 
CSCM induction, we quantified its expression during each injury-repair cycle. In unwounded cor-
neas and during the first injury-repair cycle, β-catenin expression was relatively high in the lim-
bus but declined in the peripheral and central CE in WT and Notch1∆ mice (Supporting Figure 
6.4a,b). However, following the second injury, high β-catenin expression was evident throughout 
the Notch1∆ CE (Figure 6.4b,c). In WT controls, β-catenin expression was increased in the limbus, 
but again declined in the peripheral and central CE (Figure 6.4b,c). Thus, high β-catenin expres-
sion overlapped spatially and temporally with the presence of K12-K1+ epidermal cells. 

 

Figure 6.4 Chronic inflammation promotes CSCM through elevated β-catenin signalling. (a) Immunohisto-
chemistry for β-catenin on WT (Notchlox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneas after repeated injury. Data are repre-
sentative of 8 corneas per genotype over three independent experiments. (b) Immunofluorescent staining 
for β-catenin in limbus, peripheral cornea (Per.) and central cornea (Cen.) of WT (Notchlox/lox) and Notch1∆ 
corneas 24 h after the second corneal injury. The images are representative of 6 corneas isolated over 
three independent experiments. (c) Quantification of relative β-catenin expression in limbus, peripheral 
cornea and central cornea 24 h after the second corneal injury. Black bars, WT (Notchlox/lox); grey bars, 
Notch1∆ (n=6 corneas for each genotype over three independent experiments). Values for expression 
levels are relative values normalized to the expression level in the conjunctiva of each sample, determined 
by mean fluorescence intensity. (d) Schematic depiction of the experimental strategy used to determine 
whether β-catenin is necessary for the induction of CSCM. (e) Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and 
CD45 on Notch1∆and Notch1∆:Ctnnb1∆ corneas after the procedure outlined in d. The images are repre-
sentative of 8 corneas per genotype over three independent experiments. Large panels are low-
magnification tiled images. Insets are high-magnification images of the indicated regions. (f) Schematic 
depiction of the experimental strategy used to determine whether elevated β-catenin is sufficient to in-
duce CSCM. (g) Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 on WT (Ctnnb1lox(ex3)/lox(ex3)) and 
Ctnnb1∆Ex3 corneas 7 days after a single corneal injury. The images are representative of 8 WT corneas and 
10 Ctnnb1∆Ex3 corneas over four independent experiments. Large panels are low magnification tiled imag-
es. White outlined insets are high-magnification images of the indicated regions. Scale bars represent 500 
μm on tiled images and 5 μm on all other images. White dotted lines indicate the boundary between the 
stroma and epithelium. St, stroma; NS, not significant. *P <0.01, **P <0.05 (unpaired, two-tailed t-tests). 
Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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To definitively establish whether β-catenin is the molecular factor that induces CSCM, we per-
formed loss- and gain-of-function experiments in vivo. Thus, to determine whether β-catenin is 
necessary for CSCM induction, tamoxifen-treated Notch1lox/lox:Ctnnb1lox/lox:K5CreERT mice, in 
which Notch1 and Ctnnb1 (β-catenin) are simultaneously ablated in the CE (Notch1∆:Ctnnb1∆), 
were subjected to repeated corneal injury (Figure 6.4d). This resulted in chronic inflammation in 
the corneal stroma in a similar manner to Notch1∆ mutants (Figure 6.4e). However, β-catenin-
deficient cells retained a predominantly K12+K1- phenotype, even in the presence of a chronic 
inflammatory environment, although the epithelium remained hyperplastic (Figure 6.4e, Suppor-
ting Figure 6.4c). Thus, elevated β-catenin signalling in corneal epithelial cells is essential for 
inflammation-induced CSCM. 

In the reciprocal gain-of-function experiment, we induced constitutive activation of β-catenin in 
the CE using tamoxifen-treated Ctnnb1 lox(ex3)/lox(ex3):K5CreERT mice (134) (hereafter referred to as 
Ctnnb1∆Ex3 mice), in which β-catenin is stabilized owing to cre-mediated excision of the degrada-
tion domain within exon 3. After a single injury-repair cycle (Figure 6.4f), Ctnnb1∆Ex3 mice exhib-
ited epidermal differentiation on the ocular surface, in contrast to WT controls that, as expected, 
maintained a corneal phenotype (Figure 6.4g). In this system, there was no evidence of chronic 
inflammation, as the presence of CD45+ cells in the Ctnnb1∆Ex3 stroma seemed equivalent to WT 
controls (Figure 6.4g). Furthermore, the induction of epidermal differentiation correlated strictly 
with elevated β-catenin expression (Supporting Figure 6.4d). Together, these data strongly sug-
gest that overexpression of β-catenin is sufficient for the cell-autonomous induction of CSCM. In 
addition, whole-mount immunofluorescence demonstrated that regions of CSCM in Ctnnb1∆Ex3 
cornea remained continuous with the limbus/peripheral cornea (Supporting Figure 6.4e), thus 
supporting the hypothesis that CSCM is induced at this location. 

6.3.4 Chronic inflammation is associated with excessive ECM deposition, increased 
tissue stiffness and elevated mechanotransduction in the CE 

We next addressed the mechanism by which chronic inflammation elicits elevated β-catenin in 
the CE. Surprisingly, we could not find any evidence of increased Wnt ligand expression in the 
Notch1∆ cornea (Supporting Figure 6.5a), suggesting that the chronic inflammatory environment 
does not activate the Wnt signaling cascade. Previous studies have linked mechanotransduction 
to the induction of β-catenin activity in epithelia15. The mechanisms underlying mechanotrans-
duction remain to be fully elucidated, although YAP/TAZ have recently emerged as primary cellu-
lar sensors of tissue mechanical cues (104, 135). Intriguingly, a recent report has shown that 
YAP/TAZ directly regulate β-catenin expression by forming an integral part of the cytoplasmic β-
catenin destruction complex. According to the proposed model, removal of YAP/TAZ from the 
destruction complex, through mechanically induced nuclear translocation, increases β-catenin 
expression owing to impaired degradation (136). We therefore speculated that chronic inflam-
mation may induce aberrant mechanotransduction in the CE by causing changes in the mechani-
cal properties of the corneal stroma, for example through excessive deposition of ECM, as occurs 
in fibrosis (137). This would therefore result in nuclear localization of YAP/TAZ and increased β-
catenin expression. 
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To determine whether increased ECM deposition was associated with CSCM, the expression of 
the ECM proteins periostin and tenascin C, which are linked to fibrosis (138, 139), was analysed 
during each injury-repair cycle. In WT corneas, both periostin and tenascin C were restricted to 
the stroma underlying the limbus at each stage (Figure 6.5a-d). A similar pattern was observed in 
unwounded Notch1∆ corneas and in Notch1∆ corneas during the first injury-repair cycle (Figure 
6.5a-d). However, expression in the peripheral and central corneal stroma of Notch1∆ mutants 
increased markedly during the second injury-repair cycle (Figure 6.5a-d). In support of a fibrotic-
like response, the expression of periostin and tenascin C was largely restricted to non-
haematopoietic cell types (Supporting Figure 6.5b). Furthermore, abrogation of inflammation in 
Notch1∆ mice by Tobradex treatment resulted in reduced ECM deposition in the corneal stroma 
(Supporting Figure 6.5c), indicating that the effect occurred downstream of inflammation. 
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Figure 6.5 Increased ECM deposition in the corneal stroma in response to aberrant inflammation. (a) Im-
munofluorescent staining for K14 and tenascin C (TenC) in WT (Notchlox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneas, un-
wounded and 24 h after first and second wounds. The images are representative of 6 corneas per geno-
type for each time point analysed over three independent experiments. (b) Relative quantification of 
tenascin C expression in the limbus (Limb.), peripheral cornea (Per.) and central cornea (Cen.). Upper pan-
el shows uninjured cornea; middle panel shows corneal tissue 24 h after the first injury; lower panel show 
corneal tissue 24 h after the second injury. Values for expression levels are relative values normalized to 
the expression level in the conjunctival stroma of each sample, determined by mean fluorescence intensi-
ty. Black bars, WT (Notchlox/lox); grey bars, Notch1∆ (n=6 corneas for each genotype at each time point over 
three independent experiments). (c) Immunofluorescent staining for K14 and periostin (POSTN) in WT 
(Notchlox/lox) and Notch1∆ corneas. The images are representative of 6 corneas per genotype for each time 
point analysed over three independent experiments. (d) Relative quantification of periostin expression in 
the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea in uninjured tissue (upper panel), corneal tissue 24 h 
after the first injury (middle panel) and corneal tissue 24 h after the second injury (lower panel). Values for 
expression levels are relative values normalized to the expression level in the conjunctival stroma of each 
sample, determined by mean fluorescence intensity. n=6 corneas for each genotype at each time point 
over three independent experiments. Scale bars on tiled images represent 500 μm. NS, not significant. *P 
<0.01, **P < 0.05 (unpaired, two-tailed t-tests). Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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ECM deposition in the corneal stroma also correlated with activation of mechanotransduction in 
the overlying CE after the second injury, as demonstrated by increased phosphorylation of focal 
adhesion kinase (pFAK), and increased nuclear localization of Rho coiled-coil kinase 2 (ROCK2) 
and YAP/TAZ (Figure 6.6a-g). Importantly, in unwounded corneas and in corneas isolated after 
the first injury, mechanotransduction was restricted to the ECM-rich limbus and was not appar-
ent in the CE (Supporting Figure 6.6a,b). Furthermore, abrogation of inflammation in Notch1∆ 
mice by Tobradex treatment reduced mechanotransduction in the corneal epithelium 
(Supporting Figure 6.6c). Thus, in a similar manner to β-catenin, there was a spatial and temporal 
overlap between increased ECM deposition, mechanotransduction and CSCM induction. 

 

Figure 6.6 Activation of mechanotransduction in the corneal epithelium in response to aberrant inflamma-
tion. (a) Schematic depiction of key molecular mediators and/or sensors of mechanotransduction in epi-
thelial cells. (b–d) Immunofluorescent staining for pFAK (b), ROCK2 (c) and YAP/TAZ (d) in the limbus, pe-
ripheral cornea and central cornea of WT (Notchlox/lox) and Notch1∆ mice 24 h after the second corneal 
injury. In d images without DAPI are shown to enable clearer visualization of nuclear YAP/TAZ. The images 
are representative of 6 corneas per genotype over three independent experiments. (e) Quantification of 
FAK phosphorylation in the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea 24 h after the second injury. 
Values for expression levels are relative values normalized to the expression level in the conjunctiva of 
each sample, determined by mean fluorescence intensity. Black bars, WT (Notchlox/lox); grey bars, Notch1∆ 
(n=6 corneas for each genotype over three independent experiments). (f,g) Quantification of nucle-
ar/cytoplasmic ratio (N/C) of ROCK2 (f) and YAP/TAZ (g) in the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cor-
nea 24 h after the second injury. n=6 corneas for each genotype over three independent experiments. St, 
stroma; NS, not significant. *P <0.01, **P <0.05 (unpaired, two-tailed t-tests). Error bars represent stand-
ard deviation. Scale bars represent 5 μm. White dotted lines indicate the boundary between the stroma 
and epithelium. 
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To gather additional evidence of a role for mechanotransduction, we determined whether ECM 
deposition resulted in changes in the mechanical properties of the corneal stroma by employing 
atomic force microscopy in combination with immunofluorescence. This enabled us to correlate 
the expression of ECM with tissue stiffness and revealed that increased expression of tenascin C 
in Notch1∆ corneas correlated with increased stiffness of the corneal stroma compared with WT 
controls, an effect that was apparent at the limbus, peripheral CE and central CE (Figure 6.7a,b). 

In light of the above data, we sought to establish a functional link between mechanotransduc-
tion and β-catenin signalling. We therefore obtained primary cultures of pig corneal epithelial 
stem cells (PCESCs), which can be readily cultivated in vitro, and determined the effect of me-
chanical stimuli by growing these cells on stiff versus soft substrates. Importantly, in this assay, 
PCESCs were cultured in the absence of feeder cells to promote differentiation. Strikingly, cells 
grown on stiff substrates expressed higher levels of β-catenin compared with cells grown on soft 
substrates, as well as exhibiting increased nuclear localization of YAP/TAZ and perturbed differ-
entiation (Figure 6.7c-g). Moreover, PCESCs cultured on extremely stiff substrates (glass) in the 
presence of the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 expressed lower levels of β-catenin, exhibited reduced 
nuclear localization of YAP/TAZ and exhibited a higher propensity for corneal differentiation 
compared with cells maintained in vehicle (Supporting Figure 6.7a-e). 
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Figure 6.7 CSCM is associated with increased tissue stiffness and mechanical stimuli. (a) Immunofluores-
cence for K14 and tenascin C (upper panels) and corresponding atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanome-
chanical property measurement (lower panels) of limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea after re-
peated injury. The elastic modulus was determined using AFM force–volume mode. Data are representa-
tive of 4 corneas per genotype over 4 independent experiments. (b) Quantification of the elastic modulus 
(kPa) of stromal tissue from the limbus (left), peripheral cornea (middle) and central cornea (right) of the 
regions shown in a. Red lines in each box represent the median elastic modulus value of force–volume 
measurements in the regions shown in a. Red lines in each whisker represent outliers. Boxes represent the 
middle 50% of the data. (c,d) Immunofluorescence for β-catenin, K12 and K1 (c) or YAP/TAZ, K12 and K1 
(d) on PCESCs cultured on soft (upper panels) or stiff (lower panels) substrates. Data are representative of 
6 individual cultures over 2 independent experiments. (e–g) Quantification of β-catenin expression (MFI, 
mean fluorescence intensity) (e), YAP/TAZ nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio (N/C) (f) and the proportion of 
K12+K1- and K12-K1+ cells (g) in PCESCs cultured on soft or stiff substrates (nD6 for each condition over 2 
independent experiments, where one replicate represents quantification from a single culture). For e, β-
catenin expression is determined by mean fluorescence intensity. Scale bars in a represent 15 μm; scale 
bars in c and d represent 20 μm. *P <0.01, ***P <0.1 (unpaired, two-tailed t-tests). Error bars represent 
standard deviation (e–g) or maximal values/1.5x interquartile range (b). 
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Further evidence of a link between mechanotransduction and β-catenin signalling was provided 
by induction of TCF-luciferase activity in reporter cells following expression of a constitutively 
active ROCK2 kinase domain (Supporting Figure 6.7f-h), indicating that forced activation of the 
mechanotransduction cascade does indeed activate β-catenin signalling. 

Collectively, these data support the hypothesis that activation of mechanotransduction is suffi-
cient to promote elevated β-catenin activity in corneal epithelial cells and, in addition, suggest 
that this is a mechanism that is conserved across species. 

6.3.5 Modulation of mechanotransduction cascades regulates cell fate on the ocular 
surface 

To definitively establish that chronic inflammation promotes CSCM through mechanotransduc-
tion, we tested whether manipulation of the mechanotransduction cascade affects cell fate on 
the ocular surface in vivo. In the first instance, we determined whether inhibition of mecha-
notransduction could restore corneal differentiation in chronically inflamed Notch1∆ corneas by 
using small-molecule inhibitors of FAK (PF562271) or ROCK (Y27632; Figure 6.8a). Strikingly, mice 
treated with either inhibitor retained a predominantly K12+K1- CE, despite the presence of a 
chronically inflamed stroma (Figure 6.8b-e), thus supporting the hypothesis that chronic inflam-
mation elicits CSCM through activation of mechanotransduction. To test the hypothesis further, 
we performed the reciprocal experiment by ablating YAP/TAZ from the CE, thus removing cyto-
plasmic YAP/TAZ and recapitulating the effect of mechanotransduction. Thus, tamoxifen-treated 
Yap lox/lox:Taz lox/lox:K14CreERT mice, in which YAP and TAZ are ablated in the CE (YAP∆:TAZ∆), were 
subjected to a single corneal injury and analysed 7 days later (Figure 6.8f). Strikingly, the ocular 
surface of YAP∆:TAZ∆ corneas exhibited overt epidermal differentiation, particularly in peripheral 
regions (Figure 6.8g), which correlated with loss of YAP/TAZ (Figure 6.8h) and increased β-
catenin expression (Figure 6.8i). As expected, WT controls maintained corneal identity through-
out the CE (Figure 6.8g-i). 

Collectively, these data provide functional evidence that chronic inflammation induces CSCM by 
activating the mechanotransduction cascade. 
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Figure 6.8 Manipulation of mechanotransduction affects corneal cell fate. (a) Schematic depiction of the 
experimental strategy used to determine whether inhibition of mechanotransduction prevents CSCM. (b) 
Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 on Notch1∆ corneas treated with vehicle (dimethyl-
sulphoxide, DMSO) or the FAK inhibitor PF562271 during the procedure outlined in a. The images are 
representative of 8 corneas per treatment over four independent experiments. Large panels are low-
magnification tiled images. Insets show high-magnification images of the indicated regions. (c) Quantifica-
tion of the proportion of Notch1∆ corneas exhibiting corneal or epidermal differentiation during wound 
closure following treatment with vehicle or PF562271 (n=8 corneas for each treatment over four inde-
pendent experiments). (d) Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 on Notch1∆ corneas treated 
with vehicle (PBS) or the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 after the procedure outlined in a. The images are repre-
sentative of 10 corneas per treatment over four independent experiments. Large panels are low-
magnification tiled images. Insets show high-magnification images of the indicated regions. (e) Quantifica-
tion of the proportion of Notch1∆ corneas exhibiting corneal or epidermal differentiation during wound 
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closure following treatment with vehicle or Y27632 (n=10 corneas for each treatment over four independ-
ent experiments). (f) Schematic depiction of the experimental strategy used to determine whether abla-
tion of YAP/TAZ is sufficient to induce CSCM during repair. (g) Immunofluorescent staining for K12, K1 and 
CD45 on WT (Yap+/+:Taz+/+:K14CreER) and YAP∆:TAZ∆ corneas after the procedure outlined in f. The images 
are representative of 6 corneas for WT and 7 corneas for YAP∆:TAZ∆ isolated over two independent exper-
iments. Large panels are low-magnification tiled images. Insets show high-magnification images of the 
indicated regions. (h,i) Immunofluorescent staining for YAP/TAZ, K12 and K1 (h) and β-catenin, K12 and K1 
(i) in WT and YAP∆:TAZ∆ corneas as indicated. The images are representative of 6 corneas for WT and 7 
corneas for YAP∆:TAZ∆ isolated over two independent experiments. (j) Model depicting how chronic in-
flammation imposes aberrant cell fate on corneal epithelia stem cells through increased tissue stiffness 
and mechanotransduction. Scale bars represent 500 μm on tiled images and 5 μm on all other images. St, 
stroma. White dotted lines indicate the boundary between the stroma and epithelium. 

6.4 Discussion 
In this study we have demonstrated that a central mechanism by which chronic in-

flammation can promote aberrant cell fate is through mechanotransduction (Figure 6.8j). The 
data presented support a model whereby exposure of the corneal stroma to chronic inflamma-
tion results in the induction of excessive ECM deposition, which subsequently promotes epider-
mal differentiation in the regenerating epithelium through mechanical induction of β-catenin 
signalling. 

The mechanisms underlying ECM deposition in this model remain to be fully elucidated, alt-
hough the expression of matrix components is confined to non-haematopoietic stromal cells, 
thus suggesting that the changes in the ECM occur owing to a fibrotic-like process. A variety of 
immune cells, including macrophages (140), neutrophils (141) and T cells (142), are linked to the 
induction of fibrosis through the secretion of cytokines such as TGF-β (143, 144) and IL-13 (112, 
145), which subsequently induce excessive ECM deposition by α-SMA+ myofibroblasts (146-148). 
It will thus be interesting to determine whether similar cellular and molecular mechanisms are 
involved in the stromal remodelling observed in the chronically inflamed cornea. The profiles of 
inflammatory cell types in the corneal stroma of both WT and Notch1∆ mice are similar following 
injury and consist predominantly of CD11b+Gr1+ neutrophils, although the magnitude of the 
response is elevated in Notch1∆ mice. However, the prolonged duration of the inflammatory 
response in Notch1 mutants seems to be critical for the induction of stromal remodelling and 
resulting metaplasia, as both of these effects occur following repeated cycles of injury and re-
pair. Experiments in which specific inflammatory cell types and cytokines can be efficiently de-
pleted will enable delineation of the specific cellular and molecular mediators involved and may 
identify promising targets for therapeutic intervention in ocular surface disorders. 

The induction of CSCM in the model described here is initially induced in the limbus and periph-
eral corneal epithelium, locations that contain significant numbers of activated stem/progenitor 
cells following injury. In addition, it is notable that although there is a significant overlap be-
tween elevated β-catenin expression and CSCM, not all β-cateninhi cells undergo epidermal fate 
conversion. This therefore suggests that only a proportion of epithelial cells on the anterior ocu-
lar surface are permissive to β-catenin-induced fate switching. Given that the induction of CSCM 
coincides temporally and spatially with the activation of stem/progenitor cells in the limbus and 
peripheral cornea, it is tempting to speculate that these cells represent uncommitted progenitor 
cells that retain the potency to form epidermis in response to elevated β-catenin. To formally 
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prove this hypothesis, phenotypic markers that precisely identify stem and progenitor cells in 
the corneal epithelium are required to definitively establish the cellular target of β-catenin-
induced CSCM. 

Finally, although this study demonstrates that mechanotransduction is a key mechanism by 
which chronic inflammation can impose aberrant cell fate, the mechanisms by which inflamma-
tion influences other aspects of stem/progenitor cell function are likely to be multifaceted. No-
tably, although inhibition of mechanotransduction and/or β-catenin signalling restores corneal 
identity in a chronic inflammatory environment, the epithelium remains hyperplastic. Thus, in-
flammation is likely to affect traits such as cell fate and proliferation through distinct mecha-
nisms. 

In summary, our findings demonstrate that chronic inflammation can promote aberrant cell fate 
through mechanotransduction and thus reveal an important mechanism by which aberrant in-
flammatory responses can promote the development of disease. 

6.5 Methods 
Ethics statement. All animal work was conducted in accordance with Swiss national 

guidelines. All mice were kept in the animal facility under EPFL animal care regulations. They 
were housed in individual cages at 23 °C ± 1 °C with a 12 h light/dark cycle. All animals were sup-
plied with food and water ad libitum. This study has been reviewed and approved by the Service 
Veterinaire Cantonal of Etat de Vaud. 

Mice. Notch1lox/lox, Ctnnb1lox/lox and K5CreERT mice were as previously described (149-
151) and were maintained on a C57BL/6 background. cjun lox/lox mice were as previously de-
scribed (152) and were provided by E.F.W. Yaplox/lox :Tazlox/lox :K14CreER were as previously de-
scribed (95) provided by S.P. These mice were backcrossed onto the C57BL/6 background. 
Ctnnb1lox(ex3) and K14TSLPTg mice were as previously described (96, 97) and were maintained on 
an sv129 background. The conditional mutant strains Notch1lox/lox:K5CreERT, 
Notch1lox/lox:Ctnnb1lox/lox:K5CreERT, Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox:K5CreERT and Ctnnb1 lox(ex3)/lox(ex3) were 
generated by performing the required inter-crosses and were maintained as homozygotes. For 
conditional ablation of YAP/TAZ, Yaplox/lox :Tazlox/lox:K14CreER mice were administered with 1mg 
tamoxifen once a day for 3 days by intraperitoneal injection. For all other gene activa-
tion/inactivation experiments, tamoxifen dissolved in peanut oil was administered once a day for 
5 consecutive days by intraperitoneal injection at a dose of 50 mg kg-1. For each experiment, all 
mice were age matched and were between 4 and 7weeks of age. Male and female animals were 
used. All mouse experiments were non-randomized and non-blinded; a minimum of three ani-
mals were used for each experiment, allowing a minimum of six corneas to be analysed for each 
experiment. This number was deemed sufficiently appropriate to account for normal variation, 
as determined from previous studies. Numbers of animals for each experiment are described in 
the figure legends. No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size. 

Statistical analysis. For statistical analysis, unpaired two-tailed t-tests were performed 
on normally distributed data sets with equal variance assumed. Unless otherwise stated, n num-
bers for experiments stating statistical significance represent biological replicates. Sample size in 
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all cases was a minimum of 6 independent biological replicates, according to availability of bio-
logical material. 

Corneal wounding. Mice were anaesthetized by sub-cutaneous injection of ketamine 
(100 mg kg-1) and xylazine (10 mg kg-1). Anaesthetic collrium (0.4% oxybuprocaine) was applied 
to the ocular surface to prevent corneal reflex. 

To wound the ocular surface, a circular area 2 mm in diameter was marked on the central cornea 
by gentle application of a 2 mm biopsy punch. Removal of the epithelial tissue within this area 
was then achieved using a Demarres spatula (Moria Surgical) with a 45° cutting angle. The effi-
ciency of wounding was monitored by application of 0.5% solution of ophthalmic fluorescein 
(Novartis). Following corneal wounding, Viscotears ophthalmic gel (Novartis) was applied to the 
ocular surface. 

On waking, mice were administered with 0.3ml 0.9% NaCl solution (Braun) to aid recovery. 
Dafalgen analgesic was provided in the drinking water following corneal wounding at a concen-
tration of 2 mg ml-1. 

Administration of Tobradex anti-inflammatory gel. Tobradex gel or ophthalmic lubri-
cating gel was administered topically to the ocular surface once a day throughout the corneal 
wounding procedure, starting from the day of the first corneal wound and ending 21 days after 
the third corneal wound. 

Administration of PF562271 (FAK inhibitor) and Y27632 (ROCK inhibitor). For systemic 
administration, PF562271 (Selleckchem) was dissolved in 70% DMSO/dH2O and injected i.p. at a 
dose of 30 mg kg-1 every other day for 14 days following the final corneal injury. Control mice 
were injected with 70% DMSO vehicle alone. For topical application, a 3 μl drop of 10 mM 
PF562271 was applied to the ocular surface twice a day for 14 days following the final corneal 
injury in a 15% DMSO solution (diluted in dH20). Control mice were administered with 15% 
DMSO vehicle alone. 

For systemic administration, Y27632 (Sigma) was dissolved in saline solution and injected i.p. at a 
dose of 30 mg kg-1 every other day for 14 days following the final corneal injury. Control mice 
were injected with saline vehicle alone. 

For topical application, a 3 μl drop of 10mM Y27632 diluted in saline was applied to the ocular 
surface twice a day for 14 days following the final corneal injury. Control mice were adminis-
tered with saline vehicle alone. 

Cell culture. Peripheral corneal epithelial cells were isolated from porcine corneas and 
cultivated on lethally irradiated 3T3-J2 feeder cells in 3:1 DMEM/F12 medium supplemented as 
previously described (153). 

For experiments analysing the effect of substrate stiffness, cells were plated on glass coverslips, 
standard tissue culture plastic, 15% PEG or 2.5% PEG hydrogels in the absence of 3T3-J2 feeders 
at a density of 50,000 cells cm-2. For experiments using the ROCK inhibitor Y27632, cells were 
seeded onto glass coverslips in the absence of 3T3-J2 feeders at a density of 50,000 cells cm-2. All 
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substrates in feeder-free cultures were coated with recombinant human collagen I (AteloCell). 
Glass coverslips were treated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma) before collagen coating. 

Hydrogel substrates were formed by crosslinking two branched PEG precursors of relative mo-
lecular mass 10,000, end-functionalized with either thiol (TH) or vinylsulphone (VS) groups (NOF 
Corporation). To adjust the stiffness the precursors were mixed at different mass to volume rati-
os. Fifty microliters of the mixed hydrogel precursor solution were transferred to each well of a 
12-well plate (Falcon). A hydrophobic PDMS stamp with spacers was used to produce homoge-
neous and thin gel layers. The partially crosslinked hydrogel substrate was subsequently func-
tionalized with Collagen I (AteloCell) under pressure for 2 h. The functionalized hydrogel layers 
were then washed with PBS and ultraviolet-sterilized. 

Transient transfection of porcine corneal epithelial cells was performed using JetPEI transfection 
reagent (PolyPlus) according to the manufacturer's instructions. TCF-Luc 293T cells were main-
tained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. 

TCF-luciferase reporter assay. 293T cells with a stably integrated luciferase cassette 
containing upstream TCF-binding sites were a kind gift from J. Huelsken. To assay TCF-luciferase 
activity in the presence or absence of the murine ROCK2 kinase domain, TCF-Luc 293T cells were 
transiently co-transfected with pR2KD/pRenilla or pEGFP/pRenilla using JetPEI (PolyPlus) trans-
fection reagent according to the manufacturer's instructions. Luciferase activity was subsequent-
ly analysed 36-48 h later using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) and a 
Berthold Lumat Luminometer. Luciferase values were normalized to Renilla-luciferase values. 

Preparation of corneal single-cell suspensions and flow cytometry. Whole corneal tis-
sue was isolated from murine eyes, placed in ice-cold PBS and cut into small fragments using a 
scalpel blade. Corneal fragments were then digested in 2 mg ml-1 collagenase IV (Invitrogen)/PBS 
for 30-45 min at 37 °C with gentle shaking. The resulting cell suspensions were then passed 
through a 70 μm cell strainer into 1x HBSS/25mM HEPES/2% newborn bovine calf serum (stain-
ing medium). Cells were subsequently washed twice with staining medium and then stained 
according to standard flow cytometry protocols with the following monoclonal antibody conju-
gates: anti-CD45-Pacific blue (clone 30-F11, Invitrogen), anti-CD11b-PE (clone M1/70, Bio-
legend), anti-Gr-1-Alexa 647 (clone RB6-8C5, EPFL Protein Core Facility), anti-CD11c-APC-eFluor 
780 (clone N418, eBiosciences), anti-B220-PECy7 (clone RA3-6B2, eBiosciences), anti-TCRB-APC-
eFluor 780 (clone H57-597, eBiosciences), anti-CD4-PE (clone GK1.5, EPFL Protein Core Facility), 
anti-CD8-Alexa Fluor 647 (clone YTS169.4, EPFL Protein Core Facility), anti-F4/80-biotin (clone 
BM8, eBiosciences), Streptavidin-FITC (eBiosciences). Before analysis, propidium iodide (Sigma) 
was added to cell suspensions at a final concentration of 5 μg ml-1 to enable dead cell exclusion. 
Data acquisition was performed using a Cyan flow cytometer (Dako) and analysed using FlowJo 
software (Tree Star). 

Molecular cloning and generation of the pR2KD plasmid. cDNA synthesis was per-
formed using the Quantitect Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen) on RNA isolated from mouse 
corneal tissue. The region of cDNA encompassing the first 417 amino acids of the amino-terminal 
kinase domain was subsequently PCR cloned in two fragments; a 641 bp 5´ fragment starting 12 
bp upstream of the initiating ATG and a 659 bp 3´ fragment starting 591 bp downstream of the 
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initiating ATG. A 38 bp overlapping region was present in each fragment. The primers used to 
generate each fragment were as follows: 5´ fragment: Fwd 5´-
AATTGTCCAGAATTCGGCGAAGCGGCATGAGC-3´; Rev 5´–TAAGCCCATGGAGTGTATTGC-3´; 3´ 
fragment: Fwd 5´-GTAGTGCTTGCACTGGATGC-3´; Rev 5´-
CTACTACTATCTAAAGTAGGTAAATCCTATAAAAGGCAGC-3´. 

The above primers enabled the incorporation of a 5´ SalI site (bold underlined) and x 3 3´ STOP 
codons (bold double underlined) in the 5´ and 3´ fragments respectively. 

Cycling conditions were as follows: 5´ fragment x 35 cycles of 94 °C, 30 s: 62 °C 30 s: 72 °C 30 s; 3´ 
fragment x 35 cycles of 94°C, 30 s: 60 °C 30 s: 72 °C 30 s. 

PCR was performed using Q5 DNA polymerase (NEB) according to the manufacturer's instruc-
tions, with the addition of DMSO to a final concentration of 5%. Amplified fragments were 
cloned using the TOPO TA cloning system (Invitrogen). 

The 5´ and 3´ fragments were inserted into an expression vector (pI-EGFP2) downstream of a 
CMV promoter/enhancer and upstream of an IRESEGFP cassette through a three-way ligation 
using SalI, NcoI (present in the overlapping region of each fragment) and Not-I restriction sites, 
resulting in the generation of pR2KD. 

Tissue processing for histology. Fresh frozen and paraffin-embedded tissues were used 
for histological analysis. For fresh frozen tissue, whole eyes were embedded in OCT compound 
(TissueTek) using standard protocols. Eight-micrometre-thick sections were cut using a Leica 
CM1850 cryostat. Cryosections were stored at -80 °C. 

For paraffin-embedded tissue, whole eyes were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4 °C. Fixed tissue 
was then processed using standard protocols and embedded in paraffin wax. Four-micrometre-
thick sections were cut using a Thermo Scientific Microm HM325 microtome. Sectioned tissue 
was dried at 37 °C overnight and then stored at 4 °C. 

Immunofluorescence using fresh frozen tissue. For immunofluorescence on fresh fro-
zen tissue, cryosections were fixed in ice-cold acetone for 2 min and then air dried for 20 min at 
room temperature. Sections were then rinsed in PBS and incubated in 1%BSA/PBS/0.1% 
Tween20 for 30 min at room temperature to block nonspecific antibody binding. Primary anti-
body solutions diluted in PBS were then added at the appropriate dilution and incubated over-
night at 4 °C or for 1 h at room temperature. The antibodies used and their dilutions were: anti-
keratin 14 (rabbit polyclonal, Covance (PRB-155P-100), 1:500), anti-keratin 1 (rabbit polyclonal, 
Covance (AF 109), 1:500), anti-keratin 12 (goat polyclonal, Santa Cruz (sc-17101), 1:400), anti-
ROCK2 (rabbit polyclonal, Abcam (ab71598), 1:100), anti-ROCK1 (rabbit IgG (EP786Y), Abcam, 
1:100), anti-CD45 (rat IgG2b (30-F11), BDBiosciences, 1:200), anti-β-catenin (mouse IgG1 
(14/beta-catenin), BD Biosciences, 1:50), anti-c-jun-phospho-S73 (rabbit polyclonal, Abcam 
(ab30620), 1:400), anti-FAK phospho-Y397 (rabbit polyclonal, Abcam (ab4803), 1:50), anti- peri-
ostin (mouse IgG (IC12), a gift from J. Huelesken, 1:1,000), anti-tenascin C (rat IgG1 (Mtn-12), 
Abcam, 1:400), anti-Ki67 (rabbit IgG (SP6), Abcam, 1:500). 
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Primary antibody solutions were then removed and sections were washed for 3 x 5 min in 
PBS/0.1% Tween 20. Sections were then incubated in the appropriate secondary antibody solu-
tions diluted in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. The antibodies used and their dilutions were: 
donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes, 1:800), donkey-anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 
568 (Molecular Probes, 1:800), goat-anti-rat Alexa Fluor 568 (Molecular Probes, 1:1,000), don-
key-anti-goat Alexa Fluor 568 (Molecular Probes, 1:600), donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 
(Invitrogen, 1:1,000), donkey-anti-rat Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes, 1:800), Donkey-anti-
goat Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes, 1:800). DAPI (Sigma) was included in all secondary anti-
body solutions at a dilution of 1/4,000. Secondary antibody solutions were then removed and 
sections were washed for 3 x 5 min in PBS/0.1% Tween 20. A final rinse was performed in PBS 
and stained sections were then mounted in DABCO (Sigma) anti-fade mounting medium. 

Immunofluorescence using paraffin-embedded tissue. Paraffin-embedded tissue sec-
tions were dewaxed and rehydrated and were then washed for 2 x 2 min in dH2O. Appropriate 
antigen retrieval was then performed depending on the primary antibody combinations used 
(see below for antigen retrieval conditions). Following antigen retrieval, sections were washed 
for 2 x 2 min in PBS at room temperature and then blocked in 1%BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 for 30 
min at room temperature. Primary antibody solutions diluted in 1%BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 
were then added at the appropriate dilution and incubated overnight at 4 °C or room tempera-
ture for 90 min. The antibodies used and their dilutions were: anti-keratin 1 (rabbit polyclonal, 
Covance (AF 109), 1:500), anti-keratin 12 (goat polyclonal, Santa Cruz (sc-17101), 1:400), anti-β-
catenin (mouse IgG1 (14/beta- catenin), BD Biosciences, 1:50), anti-c-jun-phospho-S73 (rabbit 
polyclonal, Abcam (ab30620), 1:400), anti-YAP/TAZ (mouse IgG2a (63.7), Santa Cruz, 1:200). 
Primary antibody solutions were then removed and sections were washed for 3 x 5 min in 
PBS/0.1% Tween20. Secondary antibody solutions diluted in 1%BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 were 
then added at the appropriate dilution and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The antibod-
ies used and their dilutions were: donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes, 1:800), 
donkey-anti-goat Alexa Fluor 568 (Molecular Probes, 1:600), donkey-anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 568 
(Molecular Probes, 1:800). Secondary antibody solutions were then removed and sections were 
washed for 3 x 5 min in PBS/0.1% Tween20. A final rinse was performed in PBS and stained sec-
tions were then mounted in DABCO (Sigma) anti-fade mounting medium. 

For YAP staining, a Mouse on Mouse blocking kit (Vectashield) was used and staining was per-
formed according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

Immunohistochemistry using paraffin-embedded tissue. For immunohistochemistry, 
antigen detection was performed using HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies combined with 
DAB (Sigma) revelation. Primary antibodies were as described for immunofluorescence. The 
staining procedure was as described for immunofluorescence with the addition of a peroxidase 
blocking step using 3% H2O2. The secondary antibodies used were: donkey-anti-mouse IgG-HRP 
(Jackson, 1:100), goat-anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (Jackson, 1:100). 

Antigen retrieval for immunofluorescence/immunohistochemistry on paraffin-
embedded tissue. For detection of keratin 12, keratin 1, phosphoS73-cjun and β-catenin, sec-
tions were incubated in 10 mM Tris/1 mM EDTA/0.05% Tween20 (pH 9.0) for 20 min at 95 °C. 
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For detection of Ki67, sections were incubated in 10 mM sodium citrate/0.05% Tween20 (pH 6.0) 
for 20 min at 95 °C. 

Immunocytochemistry. Cells were rinsed in PBS, fixed in 4% PFA for 15 min at room 
temperature and then washed twice with ice-cold PBS. Permeabilization was performed by incu-
bating the cells in PBS/0.25% Triton X-100 for 10 min at room temperature, followed by washing 
for 3 x 5 min in PBS. Cells were then incubated in 1%BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 for 30 min at room 
temperature to block nonspecific antibody binding. Primary antibody solutions diluted in1% 
BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 were then added and cells were incubated overnight at 4 °C. The prima-
ry antibodies used and their dilutions were: anti-actin (mouse IgG1 (ACTNO5 (C4)), Abcam, 1:20), 
anti-keratin 12 (guinea pig polyclonal (AP09545SU-N), Acris, 1:200), anti-keratin 1 (rabbit poly-
clonal, Covance (AF 109), 1:500), anti-β-catenin (mouse IgG1 (14/beta-catenin), BD Biosciences, 
1:50), anti-YAP/TAZ (mouse IgG2a (63.7), Santa Cruz, 1:200), anti-Pax6 (rabbit polyclonal, Co-
vance (PRB-278P-100), 1:500), anti-keratin 14 (rabbit polyclonal, Covance (PRB-155P-100), 
1:500), anti-GFP (goat polyclonal, Abcam (ab6673), 1:400). Primary antibodies were removed 
and cells were washed for 3 x 5 min in PBS. Secondary antibody solutions diluted in 
1%BSA/PBS/0.1% Tween20 were then added and cells were incubated for 1 h at room tempera-
ture. The secondary antibodies used and their dilutions were: goat- anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 
(Molecular Probes, 1:1,000), donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 (Molecular Probes, 1:1,000), 
donkey-anti-guinea pig biotin (Jackson, 1:200). For keratin 12 staining, an additional incubation 
in streptavidin Alexa Fluor 568 (Molecular Probes, 1:800) was required following incubation in 
the secondary antibody solutions. DAPI (Sigma) was included in all secondary antibody solutions. 
Cells were washed for 3 x 5 min in PBS and then mounted in DABCO (Sigma; when cells were 
grown on coverslips) or stored in PBS. 

Whole-mount immunofluorescence. Whole corneal tissue was dissected from the sur-
rounding eye tissue and then incubated in 20 mM EDTA/PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C for 45 min. The 
intact cornea was then placed epithelial side down onto Superfrost Plus histology slides (Thermo 
Scientific) and air dried for 3-5 min. Stromal tissue was then removed using forceps, leaving the 
intact corneal epithelium attached to the slide. The tissue was then fixed in ice-cold acetone for 
2 min and then air dried for 20 min at room temperature. Immunofluorescent staining was per-
formed using the protocols described for fresh frozen tissue. 

Microscopy. Tiled images (fluorescent and bright-field) were acquired using a Leica 
DM5500 microscope fitted with Leica DFC 320 and DFC 350FX cameras. Confocal fluorescent 
images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope. Bright-field images were ac-
quired using an Olympus AX70 microscope. Fluorescent images for immunocytochemistry exper-
iments were acquired using an Olympus Cell XCELLENCE microscope fitted with a long-distance 
objective. 

Image analysis. Quantification of β-catenin, K12, K1, pFAK, ROCK2, YAP/TAZ, tenascin 
C and periostin was performed using ImageJ software. For in vivo analyses, grid squares were 
used to specify regions corresponding to the limbus, peripheral CE and central CE. Mean fluores-
cence intensity was then measured bilaterally on 5 sections per cornea. Values were normalized 
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to the fluorescence intensity measured in the conjunctiva of each section. For in vitro analyses, 
fluorescence intensity was measured on a per cell basis in 5 fields for each replicate. 

Protein extraction and western blotting. Protein was extracted from whole cultured 
cells in RIPA buffer using standard protocols. Protein samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE (8% 
acrylamide) and then blotted onto PVDF membranes (Peqlab) by wet transfer using standard 
protocols. Unspecific interactions were blocked by incubation in 5% milk (fat free) and then im-
munolabelling was performed using the following primary antibodies: anti-ROCK2 (rabbit poly-
clonal, Abcam (ab71598), 1:1,000), anti-actin (mouse IgG1 (ACTNO5 (C4)), Abcam, 1:2,000). Im-
munodetection was performed using the following HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies: anti-
mouse IgG (GEHealthcare, 1:1,000), anti-rabbit IgG (GE Healthcare, 1:3,000). Revelation was 
performed using Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Scientific). 

Quantitative real-time RT-PCR. Corneal epithelium was isolated from the underlying 
stroma by incubation in 20 mM EDTA/PBS (pH 7.4) containing RNA Later stabilization reagent for 
45 min at 37 °C. Separated, intact corneal epithelium was then homogenized in Trizol reagent 
(Sigma) and total RNA was isolated according to the manufacturer's instructions and quantified 
using an ND-100 NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies). First-strand cDNA 
synthesis was then performed using Quantitect reverse transcription kit (Qiagen). Real-time PCR 
reactions were performed using SYBR Green and a 7900HT Real-Time PCR System (both from 
Applied Biosystems) for 45 cycles. Specificity of the reactions was determined by melting curve 
analysis. Relative quantification was performed using the 2-DDCP method. α-tubulin was used as 
the reference gene. Primer sequences were as follows: Notch1: Fwd 5´-
CGCCCTTGCTCTGCCTAACG-3´, Rev 5´-TGCCACCATGGTCCACAACG-3´; Wnt1: Fwd 5´-
ACAACAACGAGGCAGGGCG-3´, Rev 5´-GGGGAGGGAGGCTTGTGC-3´; Wnt2: Fwd 5´-
TGCCAAGGAGAGGAAAGGC-3´, Rev 5´-TTCATGACTACCTGGATGGC-3´; Wnt3a: Fwd 5´-
AACCGTCACAACAATGAGGC-3´, Rev 5´-TTTCTCTACCACCATCTCCG-3´; Wnt4: Fwd 5´-
TTCACAACAACGAGGCTGGC-3´, Rev 5´-GGCTTGAACTGTGCATTCCG-3´; Wnt7b: Fwd 5´-
TCTGCAACAAGATTCCTGGC-3´, Rev 5´-GCGACGAGAAAAGTCGATGC-3´; Wnt10a: Fwd 5´-
TCGGAACAAAGTCCCCTACG-3´, Rev 5´-TCCGACGGAAACGTTCTTCG-3´; Wnt10b: Fwd 5´-
ACAACAACAGGGTGGGACG-3´, Rev 5´-TGGAACGCTCCAGAGTTGC-3´; GM-CSF: Fwd 5´-
CCTTGGAAGCATGTAGAGGC-3´, Rev 5´-ATATCTTCAGGCGGGTCTGC-3´; IL-1β: Fwd 5´-
CATTGTGGCTGTGGAGAAGC-3´, Rev 5´-TGTCCATTGAGGTGGAGAGC-3´; S100A8: Fwd 5´-
AACTGGAGAAGGCCTTGAGC-3´, Rev 5´-CCATCGCAAGGAACTCCTCG-3´; S100A9: Fwd 5´-
CTTCTCAGATGGAGCGCAGC-3´, Rev 5´-ATACACTCCTCAAAGCTCAGC-3´; IL-6: Fwd 5´-
CACATGTTCTCTGGGAAATCG-3´, Rev 5´-TCTTCATGTACTCCAGGTAGC-3´; GCSF: Fwd 5´-
AAGTGCACTATGGTCAGGACG-3´, Rev 5´-ACTGTGGAGCTGGCTTAGGC-3´; α-tubulin: Fwd 5´-
TCGTAGACCTGGAACCCACG-3´, Rev 5´-GGTAAATGGAGAACTCCAGC-3´. 

Atomic force microscopy. Atomic force microscopy experiments were conducted with 
a Dimension Icon AFM scanner (Bruker) mounted on a custom-built support structure on top of 
an inverted optical microscope (IX71, Olympus). A 20-μm-diameter bead (510-0166, VWR) was 
glued on the Lever D of a HYDRA-ALL- G (AppNano) cantilever. The spring constant determined 
by the thermal noise method (154) was 0.12 N m-1 and the same cantilever was used for all ex-
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periments. Force-volume measurements with 32 by 32 indentations over an area of 50 μm by 50 
μm were taken at a rate of 1 Hz to a maximum force of 11.5 nN. 

The elastic modulus on the approach direction of force curves was calculated assuming the Hertz 
contact model (155). Subsequent analysis of elastic modulus maps was done using Matlab. 

Fluorescence images were taken with a 20x objective (LUCPanFLN 20X, Olympus) and 2x magni-
fier in position with an iXon Ultra 897 (Andor) EMCCD camera. Illumination was achieved with a 
halogen lamp (U-HGLGPS, Olympus) and appropriate filter sets (MDF-GFP (Thorlabs) for K14-
Alexa488, U-MNG2 (Olympus) for TenC-Alexa568, and F31-000 (AHF Analysentechnik AG) 
forDAPI). The relevant area was cropped and binned to a resolution of 32 by 32 pixels using 
standard image processing software to match the resolution obtained by AFM force-volume 
measurements. For wild-type samples, the image regions were segmented into regions of epi-
thelium and stroma by applying a threshold on summed up intensity values from the fluorescent 
signals of K14-Alexa488 and DAPI, respectively. For mutant samples an additional intensity 
threshold on the fluorescent intensity of TenC-Alex568 was applied. Then ratios and standard 
deviations of the average elastic modulus values of the particular areas (epithelium and stroma) 
were calculated. 
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6.8 Supporting Information 

 

Supporting Figure 6.1 Inflammation in Notch1Δ mice following corneal injury. (a) Immunofluorescent stain-
ing for K12, K1 and CD45 in unwounded WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1Δ corneas. Data are representative of 
6 corneas over three independent experiments. (b) Flow cytometric analysis showing the proportion of 
total CD45+ cells (upper plots) and CD45+CD11b+Gr1+ cells (lower plots) in WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1Δ 
cornea 21 days after the repeated injury procedure (see Figure 6.1a). Data are representative of 6 individ-
ual analyses performed on cells pooled from 4 corneas of each genotype over three independent experi-
ments. (c) Flow cytometric analysis showing proportion of total CD45+ cells (upper plots) and 
CD45+CD11b+Gr1+ cells (lower plots) in WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1Δ cornea 24 hours after a single injury. 
Data are representative of 6 individual analyses performed on cells pooled from 4 corneas of each geno-
type over three independent experiments. Scale bars represent 500 μm. 
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Supporting Figure 6.2 Chronic inflammation is associated with CSCM in Notch1Δ mice. (a) Immunohisto-
chemistry for pS73cjun following repeated corneal injury. (b) QRT-PCR analysis for the indicated cytokines 
in WT (Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox), Notch1Δ and Notch1Δ:cjunΔ corneal epithelial cells 24 hours after a single 
corneal injury (n = 6 biological replicates for each genotype over three independent experiments. Each 
replicate consists of corneal epithelial tissue pooled from 6 corneas isolated from 3 mice of each geno-
type). Data are expressed relative to the expression in WT unwounded corneal epithelial cells. (c,d) Quan-
tification of the proportion of CD45+ cells in WT (Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox), Notch1Δ and Notch1Δ:cjunΔ cornea 
21 days after repeated corneal injury (c) or 24 hours after a single corneal injury (d). Proportions were 
measured by performing flow cytometry on dissociated corneas. (n = 6 biological replicates for each geno-
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type over three independent experiments. Each replicate consists of cells pooled from 4 corneas isolated 
from 2 mice of each genotype). (e) QRT-PCR analysis of Notch1 in the corneal epithelium of WT 
(Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox), Notch1Δ:cjunΔ and Notch1Δ mice following repeated injury (n = 6 biological repli-
cates for each genotype over three independent experiments. Each replicate consists of corneal epithelial 
tissue pooled from 6 corneas isolated from 3 mice of each genotype). (f) Representative immunofluores-
cent staining for K12, K1 and CD45 in Notch1Δ:cjunΔ and Notch1Δ corneas following repeated corneal inju-
ry. Large panels are low magnification tiled images. White outlined insets show high magnification images 
of the indicated regions. (g) Proportion of WT (Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox)(n = 10 corneas), Notch1Δ (n = 20 
corneas) and Notch1Δ:cjunΔ (n = 16 corneas) corneal tissue exhibiting corneal or epidermal identity after 
repeated corneal injury. (h) Immunfluorescent staining for K12, K1, cjun (pS73) and CD45 on corneal tissue 
isolated from WT (Notch1lox/lox:cjunlox/lox), Notch1Δ:cjunΔ and Notch1Δ mice after repeated corneal injury. 
Data are representative of 16 corneas. (i) QRT-PCR analysis of Notch1 in the corneal epithelium of WT 
(Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1Δ mice treated with ophthalmic lubricating gel or Tobradex following repeated 
injury (n = 6 biological replicates for each treatment over three independent experiments. Each replicate 
consists of corneal epithelial tissue isolated during corneal wounding of a single eye). Scale bars represent 
500 μm on tiled images and 5 μm on all other images. St – Stroma. * P <0.01, ** P<0.05 (unpaired, two 
tailed t-tests). Error bars represent standard deviation. 

 

Supporting Figure 6.3 Spatial and temporal kinetics of CSCM (a) Representative immunofluorescent stain-
ing for K12 and K1 on wholemount corneal epithelial tissue isolated from WT and Notch1Δ corneas. Upper 
panels show unwounded corneas, middle panels show corneal epithelial tissue 24 hours after the first 
injury, lower panels show corneal epithelial tissue 24 hours after the second injury. Data are representa-
tive of 6 corneal wholemounts over three independent experiments. (b) XY scatter plots showing K12 and 
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K1 expression in limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea in unwounded corneas and in corneas iso-
lated 24 hours after the second corneal injury. Each data point represents mean fluorescence intensity 
measured from an individual cornea. Grey boxes = WT (Notch1lox/lox), black boxes = Notch1Δ (n = 6 corneas 
for each genotype over three independent experiments). (c) Immunofluorescent staining for Ki67 on WT 
and Notch1Δ corneas. Data are representative of 6 corneas. Upper panels show unwounded corneas, mid-
dle panels show corneal tissue 24 hours after the first injury, lower panels show corneal tissue 24 hours 
after the second injury. Large panels are low magnification tiled images. Insets outlined in green, red and 
yellow show high magnification images of the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea respectively. 
(d) Quantification of the proportion of Ki67+ cells in the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea in 
unwounded corneas (upper panels), corneas 24 hours after the first injury (middle panels) and corneas 24 
hours after the second injury (lower panels). Black boxes = WT (Notch1lox/lox), grey boxes = Notch1Δ (n = 6 
corneas for each genotype over three independent experiments). Scale bars represent 500 μm on tiled 
images and 5 μm on all other images. St – Stroma, Limb – limbus, Per – Periphery, Cen – Centre. Error bars 
represent standard deviation. 
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Supporting Figure 6.4 Elevated β-catenin is necessary and sufficient to induce CSCM. (a-b) Quantification 
of relative β-catenin expression in limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea in unwounded eyes (a) 
and 24 hours after the first injury (b). Black bars = WT (Notch1lox/lox), grey bars = Notch1Δ (n = 6 corneas for 
each genotype over three independent experiments). Values for expression levels are relative values nor-
malized to the expression level in the conjunctiva of each sample, determined by mean fluorescence in-
tensity. (c) Immunofluorescent staining for β-catenin, K12 and K1 on Notch1Δ and Notch1Δ:Ctnnb1Δ corne-
as after repeated injury. Data are representative of 8 corneas for each genotype over 3 independent ex-
periments. (d) Immunofluorescent staining for β-catenin, K12 and K1 on WT (Ctnnb1lox(Ex3)/lox(Ex3)) and 
Ctnnb1ΔEx3 corneas 7 days after a single injury. Data are representative of 8 WT corneas and 10 Ctnnb1ΔEx3 
corneas over 4 independent experiments. (e) Immunofluorescent staining for K12 and K1 on wholemount 
corneal epithelial tissue isolated from or WT (Ctnnb1lox(ex3)/lox(ex3)) or Ctnnb1ΔEx3 corneas 7 days after a sin-
gle corneal injury. Data are representative of 6 WT and 8 Ctnnb1ΔEx3 corneas over 3 independent experi-
ments. Scale bars represent 500 μm on tiled wholemount images and 5 mm on all other images. Error bars 
represent standard deviation. 
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Supporting Figure 6.5 Inflammation induced CSCM is associated with increased ECM deposition in the 
corneal stroma. (a) QRT-PCR analysis of Wnt ligands that exhibit expression in corneal tissue after repeat-
ed injury. Analysis was performed on whole corneal tissue isolated from WT (Notch1lox/lox) and Notch1Δ 
mice 21 days after the 3rd corneal injury (n = 5 biological replicates for each genotype over four inde-
pendent experiments. Each replicate consists of corneal epithelial tissue pooled from 4 corneas isolated 
from 2 mice of each genotype). Data are expressed relative to the expression in whole corneal tissue iso-
lated from unwounded mice. Error bars represent standard deviation. (b) Immunofluorescence for Perios-
tin, CD45 and DAPI on chronically inflamed Notch1Δ corneal tissue after repeated injury. Single fluorescent 
images and merges are shown as indicated. Data are representative of 4 corneas analysed over two inde-
pendent experiments. Scale bars represent 5 mm. (c) Immunofluorescent staining for K14 and Tenascin C 
(upper panels) or K14 and Periostin (lower panels) in Notch1Δ mice treated with either ophthalmic gel 
(control) or Tobradex during the repeated injury procedure. Data are representative of 6 corneas analysed 
over three independent experiments. Scale bars represent 500 μm. 
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Supporting Figure 6.6 CSCM is associated with mechanotransduction. (a,b) Quantification of FAK phos-
phorylation (upper panels) and nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio of ROCK2 (middle panels) and YAP/TAZ (lower 
panels) in the limbus, peripheral cornea and central cornea isolated from unwounded eyes (a) or eyes 
isolated 24 hours after the first corneal injury (b). Values for expression levels are relative values normal-
ised to the expression level in the conjunctiva of each sample, determined by mean fluorescence intensity. 
Black bars = WT (Notch1lox/lox), grey bars = Notch1Δ (n=6 corneas for each genotype over three independ-
ent experiments). Error bars represent standard deviation. (c) Immunofluorescence for pFAK, ROCK2 and 
YAP/TAZ on corneal tissue isolated from Notch1Δ mice treated with ophthalmic gel (control) or Tobradex 
during the repeated injury procedure. Data are representative of 6 corneas for each treatment analysed 
over three independent experiments. Scale bars represent 5 μm. 
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Supporting Figure 6.7 Manipulation of mechanotransduction affects Δ-catenin expression in corneal epi-
thelial cells. (a,b) Immunofluorescence for β-catenin, K12 and K1 (a) or YAP/TAZ, K12 and K1 (b) on PCESCs 
cultured on stiff (glass - >2GPa) substrates and maintained in vehicle (PBS – upper panels) or 10 μM 
Y27632 lower panels). Data are representative of 8 individual cultures for each condition. (c-e) Quantifica-
tion of β-catenin expression (c), YAP/TAZ nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio (d) and the proportion of K12+K1- and 
K12-K1+ cells (e) in PCESCs maintained in vehicle (PBS) or 10 μM Y27632 (n = 8 individual cultures over four 
independent experiments). For (c) β-catenin expression is determined by mean fluorescence intensity. (f) 
Schematic depicting the transfection of TCF-Luc 293 T cells with pR2KD or pEGFP. (g) Western blot per-
formed on TCF-Luc 293T cells 48 hours after transfection with pR2KD or pEGFP. (h) Relative luciferase 
activity in TCF-Luc 293 T cells 48 hours after transfection (n = 6 individual transfections over three inde-
pendent experiments). * P <0.01, ** P<0.05, (unpaired, two tailed t-tests). Error bars represent standard 
deviation. Scale bars represent 20 μm. 
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 Conclusion 
7.1 Achieved Results 

The combination of a HS-AFM and an inverted optical microscope on a low noise plat-
form enabled nanomechanical measurements and fluorescence imaging in a correlative way. As 
both imaging modalities are capable of imaging in buffer living biological samples could be 
measured. The high-resolution structural and mechanical information can thus be linked to the 
dynamics of specific proteins provided by FM. Nanomechanical properties of the sample can 
thus be linked to specific steps and processes of the cell cycle, or related to the protein composi-
tion of the sample. 

The design of the implementation allowed the extension from conventional FM to sinlge mole-
cule localization microscopy increasing the resolution by a factor of ~10, a resolution similar to 
AFM. This allowed individual protein clusters to be resolved which could then be followed during 
assembly and disassembly in time-resolved PALM imaging. The HS-AFM data provided the struc-
tural context and dynamics of the cell membrane. 

HS-AFM measurements in the milliseconds range showed the kinetics of the sibling cell separa-
tion of M.smegmatis. This last step in the division process is governed by the mechanical proper-
ties of the outer cell wall and the mechanical tension built up. Time-resolved nanomechanical 
measurements correlated with functional imaging by FM showed that tension is being built up 
during septation at the septum. Once the tensile stress exceeds the ultimate tensile strength the 
sibling cells separate. Moreover, the separation can even be induced solely by applying addition-
al mechanical load on the septum. This demonstrates that the mechanical properties dictate the 
timepoint of sibling cell separation and shows how this is linked to the progression of the cell 
cycle. 

On a longer time scale, time-lapse AFM imaging of M.smegmatis over many generations re-
vealed morphological surface features described as wave-troughs. These wave-troughs are es-
tablished at the poles where the bacterium is growing and migrate towards the center as the cell 
grows. Cell division is closely correlated to these features and happens in the region of the cen-
ter-most wave-trough. Correlated AFM/FM measurements in a mutant defective of proper 
chromsome segragation indicates that chrosome segregation influences which wave-trough is 
chosen as the division site. This would suggest a model where among the potential specified 
division sites the choice falls on one that is minimally blocked by colocalization of the chromo-
some. 

The capability of taking quantitative mechanical measurements by AFM allowed to correlate the 
stiffness of the tissue with the distribution of ECM proteins. It shows that enhanced deposition 
of ECM proteins due to a chronic inflammation correlated with an increase in tissue stiffness. 
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The increased tissue stiffness eventually leads to a pathological disorder where stem cells ac-
quire an aberrant character. 

7.1.1 Design, implementation and testing of a new platform to integrate HS-AFM 
and OM 

The integration of an AFM and inverted OM into one instrument demands specific re-
quirements to ensure the proper functioning of both microscopes. Mechanical stability is of par-
amount importance for the AFM in order to reduce mechanical vibrations which otherwise dete-
riorate the image quality. In order to place an inverted optical microscope below the AFM the 
bottom side of the sample needs to be freely accessible. This allows high numerical aperture 
objective lenses to be positioned close to the sample, allowing TIRF illumination to be used for 
super-resolution imaging techniques. The platform developed here to combine these micro-
scopes is based on the idea to mechanically decouple the two microscopes, thereby increasing 
the performance of the AFM while maintaining the functions of the inverted optical microscope. 
This improved the noise performance of the AFM by a factor of more than 3 compared to the 
conventional design (Figure 2.1). This design, and the implementation is enabling high resolution 
AFM and super resolution microscopy imaging. 

7.1.2 Correlated HS-AFM and SMLM on biological samples 

Correlated AFM and SMLM measurements were conducted after the successful inte-
gration of the AFM and inverted OM. To demonstrate the performance of each imaging modality 
on this system we imaged F-actin, a well characterized sample of known structure (Figure 3.2). 
After development of experimental protocols aimed at a sample preparation meeting AFM and 
SMLM requirements alike we acquired images accordingly to demonstrate the performance. The 
periodicity of the F-actin single left handed generic helix could be determined from the high 
resolution AFM images as well as an accurate height measurement. The measured FWHM 
achieved by dSTORM was ~24 nm. 

In order to extend this imaging technique towards correlated imaging we adapted the sample 
preparation protocol and imaging procedure in such a way as to maximize the overall quality of 
the two images. Correlative AFM/SMLM measurments revealed a correlation between the 
height of the sample and the number of localizations recorded by dSTORM. The number of local-
izations in areas where a single filament was measured by AFM was lower than at other loca-
tions where AFM revealed that more than one filament is present. In such a case the differences 
reflect the amount of biomolecules present. On the other hand, in areas where a single filament 
is present, the local differences in localizations can be attributed to differences in labelling effi-
ciency. Such a measurement approach could therefore be a tool to accurately determine the 
labelling efficiency by correlating the amount of biomolecules present to the number of localiza-
tions. (Figure 3.4). 

As dSTORM imaging is not optimal for live cell imaging we performed PALM imaging on live 
samples. This didn’t require exchanging the buffer between AFM and PALM imaging such that 
experiments could be conducted in a buffer solution close to physiological conditions. Moreover, 
PALM doesn’t require to force the fluorophores into a dark state at the onset of the experiment 
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using high laser powers, thereby reducing phototoxic effects compared to dSTORM. A mammali-
an cell expressing a fluorescently tagged protein which forms part of the focal adhesion complex 
was imaged first by AFM and and then by PALM (Figure 3.5). Time-resolved AFM images were 
recorded every minute, showing the leading edge of the cell membrane extending. PALM images 
of the dynamics of the underlying focal adhesions were reconstructed with a similar temporal 
resolution. Correlated nanoscale imaging both with AFM and PALM showed the migration of the 
cell. Changes of the cell membrane were observed as well as the dynamic assembly and disas-
sembly process of focal adhesions. These results demonstrate the potential of this technique in 
correlated structural and functional imaging of live cells at nanometer resolution. 

7.1.3 Bacterial division of M.smegmatis is governed by mechanical forces 

High-resolution imaging and nanomechanical characterization of M.smegmatis 
throughout entire cell cycles by AFM show remarkable insights into the cell division process. The 
first sign of division detectable by AFM is the feature described as the pre-separation furrow at 
midcell (Figure 4.1). As the cell progresses in its cell cycle this feature becomes more pro-
nounced. After the outer cell envelope breaks apart and the bacteria separate, the new poles 
that have been formed before cell separation become visible. From the relatively slow AFM im-
aging rate (5 min/image) we saw no intermediate states of the separation, suggesting that this 
process is happening at shorter time scales. Moreover, scars were detected at the place where 
the outer cell envelop broke apart indicating that the separation of sibling cells could be due to a 
mechanical rupture of the cell envelop at the site of the septum. Constant measurements of the 
height at a rate of 1 kHz on the septum without lateral scanning indeed revealed that the sepa-
ration of sibling cells is actually happening within tens of milliseconds. 

Correlated AFM and FM imaging of the division process revealed a sequence of events in the 
progression of the cell cycle. The appearance of the pre-separation furrow at the surface of the 
bacterial cell envelop spatially and temporally correlates very closely with the coalescence of the 
FtsZ ring as well as the onset of septation at midcell (Figure 4.2). The septum is then being 
formed completely while the sibling cells still remain connected by the outer cell envelop. Just 
before separation the FtsZ ring disassembles. Then, after separation of the sibling cells, the new-
ly formed septum becomes visible as the new poles. 

Interestingly, during septation we observed an increased mechanical stiffness at the septum 
which disappeared after the separation of the sibling cells Nanomechanical measurements 
showed that the stiffness at the septum starts to increase as soon as the pre-separation furrow 
appears and the stiffness continues increasing as the cell progresses in its cell cycle (Figure 4.3). 
The stiffness increase then typically reaches a plateau and even slightly decreases just before the 
sibling cells separate. These results indicate that the timing of the separation of the sibling cells 
is influenced by the mechanical properties of the cell envelop connecting the sibling cells. Ten-
sion is built up at the septum which by AFM is apparent as increased stiffness. It is conceivable 
that the increase in stiffness is correlated to the formation of the septum and could possibly be a 
consequence thereof. In such a case, the increase in tension would be coupled to the progres-
sion in septation, preventing premature separation of the sibling cells. The observation of de-
creasing stiffness just prior to sibling cell separation could be due to hydrolytic activity of en-
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zymes weakening the connection of the outer cell envelope specifically at the septum. This re-
duces the ultimate tensile strength, thus inducing the process of cell separation. 

To test whether additional mechanical load could induce a premature cell separation I used the 
AFM to apply mechanical load on the septum. On average it took 70 minutes between the ap-
pearance of the pre-separation furrow and the separation of sibling cells. By pushing the cantile-
ver down on the septum premature sibling cell separations could be induced already 25 minutes 
after the appearance of the pre-separation furrow. To apply mechanical load a FD curve was 
recorded on the septum. In the extending direction (Figure 4.4) a break can be observed as the 
mechanical load applied increases. In the following AFM image the sibling cells appeared com-
pletely separated. This result demonstrates that the separation of sibling cells can be induced 
prematurely by solely applying additional mechanical load on the septum. Whether bacteria 
survive this premature division depends on whether septation is finished. If the division is in-
duced too early, the cell wall will be damaged. As a consequence, the bacteria lose their internal 
turgor pressure and die. 

These results presented show how mechanical forces can influence the timing of cell separation. 
At the point where the tensile stress in the cell wall is higher than the ultimate tensile strength 
of the cell wall material, the bacterial cells separate. This separation can be induced prematurely 
by applying additional load Without the activity of hydrolytic enzymes specifically at the septum 
(potentially decreasing the ultimate tensile strength) the sibling cells do not separate(49). There-
fore, these results suggests that the separation of sibling cells is dependent on hydrolytic en-
zymes and mechanical forces alike. The increase in tensile stress alone which might be in some 
form a consequence of the ongoing process of septation is not high enough as to induce the cell 
separation. This would ensure that the cells don’t separate before septation is finished. On the 
other hand enzymes might be much more effective when hydrolysing chemical bonds under 
tension. Different reasons could be responsible for this. Firstly, chemical bonds might be more 
accessible. Secondly, each time a covalent bond under tension is hydrolysed the material opens 
up slightly revealing new bonds. Thirdly, as more bonds are hydrolysed the total tension is dis-
tributed over less bonds, overall increasing the tension on each bond reinforcing these effects 
even more. 

7.1.4 Wave-troughs are sites where division will happen 

The polar growing bacterium M.smegmatis exhibits wave-trough undulations on the 
surface. These features are ~1.8 μm in length with an amplitude of ~100 nm (Figure 5.1d) and 
are thus too small to detect by optical microscopes. Time lapse AFM imaging shows that the 
wave-troughs are established at the poles, the sites where growth happens in M.smegmatis. As 
the bacteria grow these wave-troughs move towards the center and become the preferred sites 
of division. Established wave-troughs often become division sites only one or two generations 
later as they are passed on to the daughter cells demonstrating that this is an inheritable mor-
phological feature (Figure 5.2a). The positioning and formation of the FtsZ contractile ring is 
restricted to the central wave-trough. It is conceivable that the curvature at wave-troughs favors 
the positioning of the FtsZ ring at these sites while it is less favourable at wave-crests which are 
therefore chosen as division sites. 
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The formation of the wave-troughs is strongly associated with the growth of the bacterium. If 
cells are treated with antibiotics preventing cell growth no more new wave-troughs are formed 
and only already existant wave-troughs become division sites. On the other hand if cells are 
treated with an antibiotic preventing cell division but not cell growth new wave-troughs are still 
formed (Figure 5.1e). This suggests that growth is necessary for the establishment of new wave-
troughs. 

Experiments performed with a mutant strain indicate that the choice of which wave-trough be-
coms a division site seems to be dependent on the DNA distribution (Figure 5.4e). In a strain 
with a deletion of parB (ΔparB), a protein involved in proper segregation of chromosomes to 
each of the daughter cells before division, chromosome segregation is impaired. As a conse-
quence, cells often divide at off-center positions where DNA density is lower. Correlated 
AFM/FM measurements showed that even in these cases division happens at wave-troughs fur-
ther strengthening the link between these morphological features and the division site selection. 

Combined AFM/FM measurements show the sequence of different events happening during cell 
division. 2-4 hours after a new cell is born FtsZ starts to coalesce at the center wave-trough. 30 
minutes later the pre-separation furrow appears at the surface and 20 minutes later the cytoki-
nesis marker wag31 marks the new poles. 40 minutes later cell separation occurs. (Figure 5.3) 

These morphological features are the earliest detected characteristic correlated to division sites. 
Characterization of these features by combined AFM/FM showed their inheritable nature, estab-
lishment and progression and most importantly their link to cell division. 

7.1.5 Chronic inflammation imposes aberrant cell fate in regenerating epithelia 
through mechanotransduction 

This work describes the link between chronic inflammation and aberrant cell fate in re-
generating epithelia. Stem cells at the limbus are activated upon injury on the cornea. A specific 
mouse model used in this study (Notch1 mutant) develops a chronic inflammation upon repeat-
ed injury of the cornea. This caused a change in cell fate of the activated stem cells from a cor-
neal cell type to a skin-like cell type leading to turbidity of the cornea. Upon inhibiting the chron-
ic inflammation the stem cells took on a normal corneal cell fate. This shows that the chronic 
inflammation or consequences thereof are the cause of this change in cell fate. On the other 
hand, an aberrant cell fate could be induced by overactivating mechanotransduction pathways 
even in the absence of a chronic inflammation, suggesting that the mechanotransduction path-
way influences the cell fate downstream of the chronic inflammation. Fluorescent microscopy 
studies showed that extensive extra cellular matrix deposition occurred in the presence of a 
chronic inflammation. AFM measurements on tissue sections have been done to test the hy-
pothesis whether this could lead to an increased stiffness of the tissue which could possibly 
overactivate mechanotransduction pathways thereby inducing the aberrant cell fate. Force-
volume measurements with an AFM cantilever modified with a 20 μm diameter bead at the 
front combined with fluorescent microscopy imaging were performed. The results showed that 
the tissue exposed to chronic inflammation showed increased ECM deposition. These regions 
turned out to be significantly stiffer as measured by AFM. The highest increase in stiffness be-
tween the normal tissue and the tissue exposed to the chronic inflammation was measured at 
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the peripheral area and was ~ 3x higher. This is as well the area where the biggest difference in 
ECM deposition was observed compared to the wildtype control. The stiffness was as well signif-
icantly higher at the limbus and at the center but to a lower extent. The limbus being the site 
furthest away from the place of injury forms a stem cell niche. Since this is a place of constant 
cell division and cell migration it is not very surprising the tissue to be a bit softer there. At the 
center where the actual injury happened polymorphonuclear cells were found indicative of a 
chronic inflammation. These cells might not contribute to the stiffness of the tissue as much as 
structural proteins do. At the periphery however, only very few cells were present indicated by 
DAPI fluorescent images. The most contributing part to this tissue was ECM mainly composed of 
structural proteins, making this the region of highest change in stiffness. It is conceivable that 
since the stem cells from the limbus have to migrate through this region the underlying stiffness 
might induce the mechanotransduction pathways resulting in aberrant cell fate. 

By AFM we could show in a quantitative way that besides increased activation of mechanotransduction pathways and 
deposition of ECM the stiffness is enhanced. This study could provide a mechanistic link between cell fate and chronic 
inflammation through mechanotransduction and potentially reveal new targets for treatment of diseases linked to 
chronic inflammation. 

7.2 Future development 
In this work the combination of AFM and fluorescence microscopy has mainly been done in a 
sequential way, meaning that either AFM data or fluorescence data was taken. A better integra-
tion of these imaging modalities could make measurements easier where a quick change of im-
aging modality is desired or where the manipulation of the sample by one instrument should be 
observed with the other instrument. Such as applying a force with the AFM tip while observing 
changes in the fluorescence. This could for example be useful for experiments where the me-
chanical deformation by the AFM tip leads to activation of a mechanosensitive protein, whose 
effect can then be measured by fluorescence. A better integration of software as well as hard-
ware potentially solves this challenge. We have already started to synchronize the excitation of 
the fluorescent molecules by the laser and image recording by the camera to an AFM imaging 
mode where the AFM laser can be switched off intermittently. In order for the AFM to not have 
negative impact on the fluorescence molecule through bleaching the AFM laser reading out the 
position of the cantilever could be replaced by an IR laser which is less common to use for con-
ventional fluorescent dyes. 

Moreover, since AFM represents a 3 dimensional imaging modality, it would be very interesting 
to upgrade the fluorescence microscopy capabilities to imaging in 3 dimensions as well. There-
fore, processes such as phagocytosis could be observed where for example pathogens could be 
tracked at the outside of the cell by AFM and then internally in a 3D pattern as well. Or cytoskel-
etal structures could be imaged in a 3 dimensions. This could potentially be achieved by adding a 
confocal module to the optical microscope. Mainly in thick tissue sections confocal imaging is of 
particular interest. With such a capability the stiffness measurments presented in Chapter 6 
could be interpreted with more precise knowledge of the underlying composition of the tissue. 

Considering the mechanical implications of the division mechanism of M.smegmatis it would be 
interesting to know how much the tensile strength has to be weakend for the separation of the 
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cells to happen. This could then be used to estimate the strength of the outer cell envelop. 
Moreover, where the tension exactly comes from could not be answered by these experiments. 
We could speculate that the tension is building up as more material gets pumped into the space 
between the septal walls, or the new poles already start to grow for a little bit in the septal re-
gion. As they are still connected at the outside this would increase the tension specifically in this 
region. 
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